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The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment no one understands it better than Shannons.
When it comes to insurance for your special car,
daily drive, bike or your home, there’s only one
person you should talk to – a fellow enthusiast at
Shannons. You can even pay your premium
monthly at no additional cost.
So call Shannons for a

quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS
CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer.
Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.
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General monthly meetings are held on the
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57 Milner Rd, Richmond.
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bear metal

from the edItor
G’day folks.
Welcome to issue 41 of Torqueback – the annual
pictorial Special of our club magazine to celebrate this
year’s 2021 Adelaide Chrysler Festival.
What an ACF it turned out to be. Recognising 50 years
of the Valiant Charger, we’re wondering if maybe our
show was the first and biggest car show in the world
since the coronavirus.
Well, we’re gonna run with that anyway!
With 2000+ spectators and well over 300 cars braving
the hassles of social distancing and QR code buzzing,
it might well have been.
Of course it was a day for Chargers, and I admit
sometimes I might carry a chip on my shoulder (being
a hippo tragic) but really it was a welcome relief – and
maybe a sign of hope. Well done everybody!
For mine, there were a few notable rides at All Chrysler
Day. If I was ever a judge, my best of show (and I
normally don’t look too closely at chuggas) probably
would’ve been that incredible ‘75 VK Charger with a
Gen III SRT 6.1 Hemi (and all the hi-po tech) slotted
seamlessly into such a beautiful reinvigorating resto.
Wow. How were those gauges inset in that custom
(although it may have been retro Mopar) scoop
bonnet? Astounding workmanship at autosalon level.
Like everybody else, of course for me the standout
of the show was probably the Rusty Charger
(photographed by Lesley Little on our cover). A
real Bathurst E49 I’m told, but now in total Mad Max
spec! That thing just has ATTITUDE. And the gall to
do something like do the headlining with a quilt map
of Mount Panorama takes not only courage, but real
creativity I reckon. Respect.
At the MegaCruise I was also mesmerised by a very
unusual Aussie AMC Matador. An extremely rare car
in amazing nick. These were used by politicians and
dignitaries in the 1970s. I’d never seen one live before.
But my most favourite car had to be the matte black
ratted ‘49 Dodge Fargo pickup of Nick Davis from
Clare. This thing ran an original inline Flathead 6,
but it was chopped, with a shortened wheelbase,
a replacement repro stepside tray, and a gullwing
bonnet. I loved it.
I probably say it every year, but the highlights of this
weekend for me were not so much the cars though –
but the people.

to invite back former Lonsdale engineer Paul Cain
to be our special guest speaker on the Friday night
at Westies. While myself and Jason Rowley gave a
nervous lecture about the evolution of the design of the
Charger – which we presented with recorded snippets
of an interview (from the previous weekend before) with
one of the great minds who created this design classic,
stylist Bill Chinnick. It was a huge honour and privilege
to meet them both. A total buzz for me.
I also finally got to meet folks like John Rister (a
fellow hardtopper who’s car I am entranced by),
Rustin Chivell (what a story he has to tell with his
dad’s VJ hippo, a real labour of love) and the one
and only Ugur Ahmet. Ugur’s ‘74 VJ Regal sedan is
unbelievable – one of the tidiest and most immaculate
examples I’ve ever seen in any make or model. Plus,
Ugur is simply an outstanding human being, who
philosophises about cars and life itself just like I do, in
terms of memory keys.
I love my ‘R/T “Real Turks” cap too, thanks man.
It was also great to see the “Paddle Pop Lion” (in his
element with all those Chargers) and hang out with my
good mate Bob Gillett back home from Spain. When
we were growing up in Gawler South, long before we
could even comprehend what they would one day be
worth, y’know Bob once owned an R/T ducktail. But he
rolled it – so powered by a carton of beer he limped it
all the way up to Coober Pedy (yes, somehow – even if
the front end nearly fell off on those corrugated roads)
to sell to some bloke for a mere $600. True story!
D’oh! Anyone got a time machine handy?
What a testament to how well our cars were made, but.
The Charger really was a feat of innovation. The great
Australian muscle car. Australian motoring pedigree.
Speaking of which, did you know that there is now a
scene in the US where folks are taking the Pontiac
GTOs we once exported over there, and importing
leftover HSV gear and Holden badges to convert them
into lefthand-drive Commodores and Monaros?! Yep,
the curiosity is that they are Australian cars.
Sadly ironic isn’t it? And infuriating! When one of the
main excuses GM gave us to close up shop downunder
was how they saw so many bowties on Holdens
anyway. Figuring they could always sell Chevy here
instead, which they were already making back home.

It’s funny, but on the Sunday I’d repeatedly set off to
walk the entire show to check out all the cars – but I
never quite got there. I’d walk for five metres before I’d
meet somebody, so I’d start talking with them – and
then walking with them. We’d maybe look at two cars
before I’d meet somebody else and I’d start talking to
them. Before I knew it, I’d lose my original companions
down the way. So I’d set off after them with someone
else again and the same thing would happen. Again
and again. And I never got to see all the cars!

Sure, we were never gonna compete with Asian car
companies who own entire cities as well as the islands
they sit on – not to mention all the surrounding primary
industry to support manufacturing – some even have
their own smelters. Then there’s their slave employees
who earn a dollar an hour, living in shanty villages
around the factory. No unions, no middle management,
no award rates, and no packages. I know that’s not
right – but it’s only ever about the bottom line, isn’t it?
And our governments continue to fail us.

Over the weekend I think we gave a fitting farewell
to Ian Traeger, organised by Cathy Groot. And of
course it was through Ian, that we were finally able

I still wonder if maybe we’d changed our automotive
culture with a philosophy more like that of the Italians
or Germans? Make less cars but make them better.

Concentrate more on R&D and specialise with
autosalon studios like the tradition in Italy. Who
knows, maybe HSV and FPR could’ve continued to
build prestigious quality Aussie cars. And what if we
could’ve protected their markets. Like in Germany,
where government cars must be Audis or Mercs.
The iconic Charger is solid proof that aussies once
could create a design classic. So you can’t help but
get the blues about the future of cars. But everything
is always referential. And time is change.
As preposterous as this might sound, just recently
at Marion Shopping Centre I saw a new 2021 Kia
Carnival nine-seater van on display – in a very cool
battleship grey and black scheme, with black mags
and red trim. I only checked it out because I rode in a
cruise-liner tourist taxi quite similar to this when I was
in Cambodia last year, and thought that was pretty rad.
Mate, that was like sitting in the A300 Airbus we flew
over there in! Anyway, ranging from 60K to 30K, this
top of the line deluxe model had absolutely everything;
all the mod cons – plus you get a seven year warranty!
And yes, while I’m still stubbornly clinging to my VE
Commodore wagon and remain skeptical of ricers and
SUVs, I have to say – and please don’t laugh at me –
man, I reckon I’d take one of these after all!
Although I’d probably like to lower it and put some
nice rims on it – see if I can maybe restart another van
craze in the 21st century!
Or maybe I can still get that Jeep Grand Cherokee...
Sometimes it’s sad, and unsettling, when things
change. Like I just heard the Tonsley Hotel, our
spiritual meeting place at Clovelly Park, will soon be
closed down and compulsorily acquired for demolition
– to make way for the final stage of the North-South
Corridor project. Bugger!
But things will always keep changing. Accept it.
Who knows, maybe there is still another aussie design
phenomenon – like the Charger – around the corner...
And if we all do the right thing, one day we’ll get
through this bloody pandemic too, hey. Let’s hope so.
Cheers,
Dave H

Visit meguiars.com.au
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from the presIdent

Wow.
How good was ACF 2021?
At our February club meeting, I spoke to Jason
Rowley beforehand and asked if we had
confirmation of a venue booking as yet?
He said no.
Given we were only six weeks out from the event,
nervously I said we needed to back ourselves in
and tell everyone where it’s going to be (even
if it wasn’t!). A couple of weeks later, we finally
got confirmation from the Port Adelaide Enfield
Council that we could hold the ACF at the
Klemzig Oval on March 21, 2021.
As an organiser of the event, it is a scary thought
wondering what might have been if the booking
was declined. But, in the four weeks that followed,
one of the greatest All Chrysler Day events
ever was pulled together with military precision.

All credit must go to the ACF committee –
starting with Paul Williams who was the
liaison person with the council, and for Jason
Rowley, as the coordinator of the Sunday event.
The Oval was measured up with precision by
John Leach and Chris Hastwell, and the layout
they created featured two rows of Chargers,
and easily navigable rows of Chryslers behind.

clubrooms provided great respite for many
enjoying a cold drink and air conditioning, we
didn’t have any shade on the oval. That’s just
one example of a possible improvement.

My job was to organise the weather –
and I think I did a great job of that! 32° of
sunshine when the forecast one week out
suggested a 60% chance of rain. Damian
did a great job of guiding 62 cars up
to Tailem Bend and around the racetrack
whilst Luke Balzan organised another great
MegaCruise route up through Blackwood and
down past Windy Point.

It is fair to say that the last 12 months have
starved everyone of the opportunity to attend
these types of events. And it was not surprising
that Victorians – who have had the worst of it –
turned up in numbers. Thankyou to all our guests
for making the effort. You helped make our
comeback show. Our sincere gratitude to you all.

Whilst of course the ACF is the premier event for
the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia, we
open up the event to non-members. Our ethos
is to promote the Chrysler brand, and to see in
excess of 340 cars on that oval made me feel
very proud to be a CCCSA member.
I did have a little laugh about some social
media comments where non-members were
complaining that they “weren’t aware of the
event”. If you owned a Chrysler, why on earth
wouldn’t you just pay the mere $50 to be a
member of our great club and get involved
in these events – and receive a high-quality
magazine like this in the process?
So, now my personal view would be to maybe
repeat the ACF event at Gaza again, in 2022 –
and iron out a few details that were overlooked
during the hasty organising period. Whilst the

I was really pleased by the efforts of many
interstate people bringing their Chryslers to
Adelaide. They certainly deserved that standing
ovation at the Meet N’ Greet.

I hope that we can continue this momentum
going for our future events.
2021 is the 50th anniversary of production of the
mighty Valiant Charger. We are having a feature
event from October 8 to 10 later this year, to
celebrate the ducktail. Whilst some might argue
that it could be a bit exclusive having an event
dedicated to one Chrysler car, I don’t think many
would argue that the chugga wasn’t the single
biggest engineering and sales success to come
out of Chrysler Australia.
As Chryslers on the Murray has been
postponed until late October, our event should
provide the diehard Charger owners a great
opportunity to visit Adelaide at the beginning of
October before Albury-Wodonga at the end of
the month. Let’s hope that we can assemble a
large contingent of Adelaide Chargers to make
the trip too.
– Andrew

Cars are about people too. Friendship.
Our Tassie member Mick Ryan recently finally finished building his VJ hardtop pro-stocker. Here’s a snap of the proud family who brought her to life!
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dialog
from the secretary

Hi all!
Time again for my Dialog...
It certainly has been a very unusual time, with
some club meetings and cruises being cancelled
due to COVID restrictions, but fortunately our
monthly meetings are now back on the agenda.
Firstly, I would like to go back a little and thank Iain
Carlin for his presidency and help over the past
six years. As well as officially welcome Andrew
Ingleton as our new president and Luke Balzan
as our new vice president – which were the only
changes to the committee at the last AGM.
Seems a while ago now, hey.
In October we finally all met again – at Frewville
Shopping Centre, and headed south to
Horndale Winery for a lovely lunch with one
or two glasses of excellent wine. It was a good
gathering of many different Chryslers.
Our next outing was then in November “For All
The Right Reasons”. We gathered at Tonsley
Park and headed down south to the Deep Blue
Sea Café. Again, a great lunch with a good
attendance of members.
In December we met at the Victoria Hotel and
headed off to Strathalbyn for the kids’ Xmas
barbie picnic – with a visit from our old friend
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Father Christmas, who handed out gifts and
lollies to all the children. It was a great afternoon.
Then later in December a few of us headed
over to Edithburgh for our xmas sleepover.
We were booked in at the Truebridge Hotel
for tea, within walking distance of our excellent
accommodation. After tea was finished Damian
hosted a quiz he had organised. It made for
a very interesting evening! The weather was
perfect the whole time, along with a great view
of the ocean.
Then with a few COVID restrictions still in place
we FINALLY got the go ahead to hold our
Adelaide Chrysler Festival 2021 weekend.
Within three breakneck weeks, the ACF
committee set about getting it all into place. And
somehow they did it!
They did an even greater job considering it was
at a new venue – with lots of space to show well
over 380 vehicles!

We then headed to our allocated winery
Shottesbrooke Wines. The weather was
glorious along with the wine, eats and music.
Once again a really good attendance by club
members for a lovely day.

Even the weather was perfect for the weekend –
another great ACF!

A big “thankyou” to Damian for organising all
these cruises.

In April we all met down at McLaren Vale and
headed to Serafino Winery along with many
other classic vehicles. From there we joined the
parade down the main street of McLaren Vale
lined with as many spectators as before.

Stay tuned to our club website calendar for more
information on club runs and functions
Take care and drive safe in your Mopars...
– Di
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dave HeInrIch IntervIews...

NICKy Holden
The world was a very different place in the late sixties and early seventies. For a start
Chrysler Australia was at it’s zenith, as Tonsley Park and Lonsdale rock’n’rolled a
Valiant out into every third driveway.
Through an old friend, I was lucky enough to make contact with a lovely lady by the
name of Nicky Holden. Born in England and now happily retired on the York Peninsula
with her husband – an ex-Policeman, Nicky (although she was known as Norma during
her time at CAL) worked at Tonsley Park between 1969 and 1972 in Data Processing.
A shy and humble grandmother today, at first she didn’t believe she had anything
terribly interesting to tell us about her short time employed there.
But on the contrary, when I asked her about her experience, I soon caught a fascinating
glimpse of life in those halcyon Charger years – and what it was like to be a young
working woman in a then male-dominated industry at the beginning of the Age
of Aquarius.
Oh, and don’t be distracted by the surname...
Nicky Holden worked in the Data Processing department at Tonsley Park
for about three years.
“I began working at Chrysler Australia on the 21st of July 1969 – the day
(in Australia) man walked on the moon...” she begins. Ray Baxendale
was her immediate manager for most of the time, who she describes as “a
great boss but sadly he died quite a few years ago...” Nicky remembers
him being very kind during her interview and he hired her on the spot.
And wow, what a first day!
She recalls how everyone suddenly stopped what they were doing and
gathered in an area (some large room) to watch the whole marathon moon
landing on television. She remembers feeling a bit awkward – not knowing
anyone and standing around watching TV instead of starting any actual work!
“My first day was spent watching a black and white telly with everyone
from that department witnessing man’s first steps on the moon! I
wasn’t really interested, to tell the truth – I was just so nervous and
self-conscious about starting a new job!”
She continues, “...we were living at Morphett Vale at the time. I was a young
mother of a five month old child and had decided to return back to work.
Money was a bit short, especially with having car problems…” This would
have been quite notable during this time just before the sexual revolution
had actually really hit Oz, when newly-wed young women typically were
still ordained to become housewives and stay-at-home mums.
But “…as I had come from a family who always worked, it seemed the
logical thing to do. My mother worked for the London courts recording
court cases when I was a very young child, which was also a bit unusual
for a married woman in the 1940s.”
One suspects that being a hip young Londoner might’ve made Nicky a little
more sophisticated – more cosmopolitan and independent – than most of
her native counterparts at the time. Perhaps even more streetwise and savvy
when she arrived here in Oz.
“The department I worked for at Chryslers was the Data Processing
department in the main building.” I believe she means the Administration
Building. “A huge computer was housed in another building with the
Data Processor punch card operators – although I very rarely ventured to
that building.” And most likely here she is referring to the Engineering
Building next door.
Women were probably the minority in automotive manufacturing back in
those days, so I asked Nicky what it was like to be a young mum there
and then. “I worked in a large room with about forty Data Programmers
(I think that’s what they called them). They were all male, as were the
managers who were located in separate offices. My boss Ray Baxendale
was a very pleasant older man with really white hair.”
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She elaborates, “I never really thought about it at the time, but yes it
was a very male orientated working environment – women held all the
secretarial, data processor operator and administration positions while
the men worked in the more managerial and specialist positions. My work
entailed secretarial work, correspondence, computer reports etc.”
“They did try to teach me punch card operating but I was terrible at it...”
she laughs. “I don’t really remember much about what the content of the
work was – but once I typed a report about computer buffers, but typed
the word “buggers” instead and it was never picked it up – so it went all
the way through to everyone with that mistake.” D’oh!
“I do remember a special room where work was put in a capsule and
sent flying somewhere else, up or down in a vacuum chute. Not entirely
sure where it ever went though!” Makes you think of all those old Warner
Brothers cartoons, hey. “And I do remember going into the really swish
room where all the board meetings were held – very posh!”
When I asked Nicky if she’d ever experienced any sexism at CAL she
recalls it as quite a positive place. “It was a very good working environment
– the chaps in the office were always very respectful and pleasant.
Occasionally there was a bit of leg-pulling – like the time one of the guys
asked me if the perfume I was wearing was ‘expensive’ – yet I think it
was only Avon. With a smile I said ‘No’ – and the reply was ‘I didn’t think
so!’. I just laughed and thought it was a bit of fun... maybe these days that
would be considered offensive!”
As she reflects about her employment at Tonsley, Nicky provides us with
a few other curious anecdotes as to what was going on in society at that
time. “I remember it being at the time when the Poseidon shares were
going up.” The Poseidon bubble was a stock market bubble in which
the price of Australian mining shares suddenly soared in late 1969, then
crashed in early 1970. It was triggered by the discovery of early indications
of a promising nickel deposit in September 1969 by Poseidon Nickel. This
financial crisis particularly devastated investors in our car industry. “I have
no idea about the share market but a lot of the chaps in the office must
have staked quite a bit in this particular share. It seemed like they were
always on the phone, and almost breathless at the rate of the shares
rising. But then when the bottom fell out of the market and the shares
dropped, boy were there some disappointed faces and some sad stories.”
And the people she worked with?
“I don’t remember a lot of people but there were a couple of young blokes
who raced cars – have a feeling one was called Jim Doyle. I remember
Colin Hill, who apart from working at CAL had something to do with
KESAB. There were a couple of SA league footballers too, but their names
escape me. It was the time of flared trousers and paisley shirts, longer
hair and side burns, mini skirts and knee high boots. People smoked in
the office – cigarettes and pipes.”

“It’s what’s on the inside that counts”
CHrYsLer speCIaLIsts

• Full Re-Trims • Head Linings
• Steering Wheel Re-covering • Carpets & Door Trims
InterIors & soft-tops

• Full Restorations • Seat & Foam Repairs • Carpets
• Vinyl Welding • Leather Trim • Custom Soft-Tops
Seat BeltS & ReStRaintS

• Seat Belt Supply, Service & Repairs
• Classic Car / Compliance Fitments

• Restraint & Anchor Point Installation
4 Deacon ave, Richmond Sa 5033 • p: 8292 2500 • e: sales@willshire.com.au
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thanks heaps
ACF volunteers thankyou lunch

Nicky continues, “I do remember the father of Bev Harrell (a local sixties pop star). He worked in
the Stores Department – and I always enjoyed going down to the stores for stationery and having
a chat with him. He was so proud of his daughter.”
I also asked if Nicky ever ate at the famous Cafeteria.
“Oh yes, I ate lunch in the big canteen with other girls from the DP department and remember the
piped music – quite often Johnny O’Keefe singing She Wears My Ring. However she qualifies,
“…not my type of music – I was more a Rolling Stones fan.” Yeah man – much cooler!
“Sometimes social shows were held for the whole Chrysler staff. They must have been in the
canteen – these were really good – lots of dancing and fun. I think I remember Chrysler holding
a Ferrari promotion on one occasion which I went to too – but then I might be imagining that – it
was so long ago.” We’ll go with it, Nicky.
One other benefit she affirms from her time at Tonsley Park is finally learning how to drive, and in
heavy traffic. She would book her driving lessons to meet her at work and then drive home in the
heavy peak hour along South Road – which really helped with her driving confidence. Back in those
days South Road was bloating into the main major carriageway that frustrates us all today, yet it
was still a single lane goats track. Helluva good place to learn to drive. It must have been even more
horrendous than it is now!

Nicky during her CAL days

Nicky concludes, “I left Chrysler after about three years. I enjoyed working there but I wanted to go part time and be closer to home, so I could spend
more time with my daughter. Also, my husband was considering a career change and thinking of joining the police force, which he did – not long after
I resigned.”
And then I just had to ask the obvious question – well then, surely, did she and her husband ever own a Valiant?
“In 1976 we bought a 1966 Valiant with a V6 – iridescent green with a black vinyl roof – really loved it. The previous owner had to disconnect the
hoon horn he had fitted. My husband, now a police officer, was being transferred to the country and it probably wouldn’t have looked too good if the
new cop in town was driving a hoon car!” It was probably no wonder SAPOL changed the police cars from Holdens to Valiants. Sounds like for him the
Holdens never had enough power!
Nicky’s husband expanded how one day he was doing some test-driving on the speedway track, as SAPOL were trialling Holden models. He recalled how
they were instructed to accelerate at a certain point around each bend to miss the wall, but they nearly hit the wall – as the car lost power. SAPOL techies
discovered the Holdens’ carburettor design was susceptible to a petrol drain as the car was at an angle on each bend. However the Valiants never had such
an issue – so the Force got Hemi sixes. Eventually, when he was posted to the country, coppers were all given V8s – and as he remarks, they could go. He
also chuckled if he ever needed to get somewhere quick that the Chrysler would be steaming when he got there, and that the caller could never believe how
fast he got there!
Right on.
Well, I reckon that’s a pretty good yarn. Not bad for somebody who didn’t think they had all that much to say.
We’ve met and interviewed some luminary figures in Aussie Chrysler history, from revered execs and visionary designers to rockstar race drivers. We’ve
also talked with genius mechanics and custom shop wizards, but it’s the so-called ‘ordinary’ folks – like the tradies and lineworkers from the factory floor, or
the officeworkers behind the scenes – before our cars even made it to the showroom, that I especially enjoy hearing about and from. Because they give you
a whole new different perspective to our car culture, and offer up an insight to real life at that very moment in time. And in particular I think we need to hear
more about the women in our scene, whether they are driving a Mopar today or once worked at Tonsley or Lonsdale.
This unassuming lady has class and grace. A special thankyou also to her daughter Karen for teeing all this up. But most of all thanks for your time Nicky.
It’s been an honour and a privilege.
– Dave H

In memorIam

JJEM Finance Solutions

The CCCSA recently lost a
great contributor and highly
active member, Ian Traeger,
to cancer. As a tribute to him
and an acknowledgement to
his family, a memorial trophy
was presented for the Best
VF Valiant at this year’s All
Chrysler Day.
Ian’s son Brandon was in
attendance and personally
selected the winner of the
trophy, awarded to CRCSA
members Stephen and Helen
O’Donnell of Mount Gambier
with their blue VF Pacer. Steve
is pictured here with club
President Andrew Ingleton
receiving the trophy on the day.
Special thanks to Cathy Groot
for organising the trophy.
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from the acf coordInator
The 2020 Adelaide Chrysler Festival in review
How good is South Australia?
Remember the scourge of COVID-19 in 2020 when
we had to ‘postpone’ the Adelaide Chrysler Festival
with a weeks notice? The ACF committee agreed
we should tune the 2021 ACF to minimise our
financial risk, in case we were forced to cancel yet
again. I wanted to really make the Charger 50th year
an event to remember. I would have been gutted if
we’d had to cancel again.
Fortunately, COVID-19 was held out of SA across
the borders for long enough to run a public car show
with practical crowd control measures.
So how good is SA? Well, we really do enjoy some
advantages:
- Typically awesome weather in March
- A range of great venues for indoor and outdoor
car shows, including Gaza, as we discovered
- Many former Chrysler Australia employees
willing to share their history
- Members of the public who are, for the most part,
prepared to follow the health advice
- A great team of enthusiastic members of both
Chrysler clubs, willing and able to run events
- A 30+ year tradition of a Chrysler show , where we
mix it up a little differently each year
So, bear with me as I recap some highlights (and
challenges) from the ACF coordinator’s role.

Friday – going “around the Bend”
Damian had scored another great deal with the team
at Tailem Bend Motor Sport Park, with ‘laps & lunch’
even cheaper than in 2019! And he booked glorious
weather to go with it!
I have improved the Challenger since 2019. I had
the brakes adjusted, knowing we were going to the
track, to give confidence in the whoa pedal – so I
was looking forward to a spirited lap or two!

However, Friday didn’t quite start as planned. The
Dodge was locked in the local brake shop when they
closed early on the Thursday. No sweat, just a five
minute bus ride to pick up the car then off to WAFC.
Except, by some bizarre quirk, I lost over 25 minutes
waiting for buses, during peak hour in a Go-Zone.
My sincere thanks to Luke and Kathleen Balzan.
They were just leaving home when I called, and were
able to give me a lift to the brake shop.
Running late to WAFC, I realised I was out of fuel
and needed to fill up. I had no choice: $1.72 per
litre – or $95 for the tank. Ouch! Fully pissed off,
I eventually and finally caught up with the CCCSA
convoy on Richmond Road.
Anyway, after an easy cruise to The Bend, the
drivers’ briefing was suitably brief, so I was OK to
push it along and surprised some 300C SRTs. Yes, a
Challenger goes well for 50-year old tech!
I have found one of the best parts of this event is
enjoying lunch with great company, meeting new
friends from interstate – and the kitchen certainly put
on top-quality meals for everyone.

Friday night Meet & Greet: guest speaker
at Westies
When the committee divvied up tasks, this event
was to be Ian Traeger’s. He had engaged his mate
“Tall” Paul Cain as a guest speaker in 2020, but of
course we had to postpone until this year. Paul’s talk
on the early Hemi Six development and testing was
very entertaining – from a guy who was really there.
I thank him again for his input. I thought his great
mix of funny anecdotes, “oh no” moments and not
too many dry technical facts kept everyone involved.
Well done, Paul.
Dave Heinrich and I also presented a video we
took interviewing Bill Chinnick up at his home the
weekend before, as Bill wasn’t going to be able to
make it on the night. Also a fascinating man, behind
the styling of the mighty Charger. Thanks Bill.

When Ian had booked the function room, there was
no concern over carpark space. Then out of nowhere,
the footy club booked an SANFL doubleheader that
night and packed it out. That was a drag for some.
But luckily, most of us decided to just stick with our
daily drives anyhow.

A bit of setting up was needed at Gaza
We found the Gaza Football Club to be very generous
and cooperative. Of course, there was a bit of setting
up at our new show venue, but nothing as complex
as previous years. Chris Hastwell and John Leach
developed the oval layout plan, showcasing the
Chargers and club cars, but simple to set up and fill.
The ‘keep it simple’ show model proposed by Dave
H, Iain Carlin and others sure makes it easier on our
able team of volunteers, who arrive early on Sunday
to help apply the finishing touches and signage.
Volunteers, you are much appreciated.

Saturday night – The Mopar MegaCruise
starting from Tonsley Park
Again we were blessed with fabulous weather – warm
but not stinking hot. Thanks to Luke who set up this
event, and the Tonsley TAFE who permitted us to
use the western carpark. Covid check-in QR codes
were everywhere and people generally complied.
Such an awesome selection of Mopars – it seemed
like ALL the Chargers were out, amongst luxury
Imperials, Newports and CxC’s. Mr Maros brought
his black Viper. There were no less than four
Drifter vans together (OK, I don’t know if they were
genuine), plus some very tidy Chrysler Sigmas,
Galants and as I recall, a lone Hillman Hunter!
Graham S. towed his ‘RUST-71’ Charger 400km
from Whyalla. The uber barn find exterior patina
belied the hi-tech chassis, engine and brakes work.
It even had a genuine Bathurst headlining!
Just quietly, an ‘older but no wiser’ punter had
clearly hit the turps early in the day. He fell over into
a garden bed and lay cursing for a while, unable to
stand. I felt more sorry for his partner. She didn’t look
(Continued Page 20)
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gold coast car museum
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classic carlectables
gold coast car museum, australIa

the east coast's newest motor museum
Check out the amazing Gold Coast Car Museum, which I was lucky enough to experience with my brother-in-law in the new year – before
I had to suddenly cut my holiday short for a mad dash to get back over the state border in time for yet another bloody closure...
Queensland is one of my favourite places and right now in Covid-19 Oz, it’s
about as exotic as I could ever be grateful for. But at least I scored a week there.
So just after xmas 2020, early one Sunday morning we shot up the beautiful
hills in the Rock’s Falcon XR8 Sprint (one of the last supercars – and a scary
weapon, indeed) from his native Beaudesert to Upper Coomera; for a squiz
at two brothers’ private collection at the famous old mushroom farm in the
highlands. It wasn’t a bad start to the new year at all, actually... lux cruising in
a 400kW supercharged 5.0 litre V8 for some eye-candy galore.
The brand new Gold Coast Motor Museum is no ordinary motor museum.
There’s sentimentality behind the displays – and it’s not all wrapped up in the
historics. Siblings Carl and Grant Amor devoted themselves to building the
impressive space as a tribute to their father.
And they are good blokes – I spoke with them at the counter for quite a while,
and as interstate visitors were a novelty, I got to tell them all about the CCCSA.
“My brother and I are the only siblings in our family and our dad passed away
when I was 16 and he was 14,” Carl says. “Dad had a small collection of cars
and had always wanted to build a car museum. He was 42 when he died and
these cars where unfortunately sold so that never happened.” He pauses.
“This is kind of a legacy for Mum and Dad. We are proud to be able to make it
happen.” It’s safe to say their father Denis would be mighty proud.
The museum is located on twelve acres of property in the Gold Coast highlands.
They thought of everything. “It has a bar/restaurant building and a museum
building that houses 75 cars and bikes,” Carl says. The cars belong to the
brothers’ personal collection. “It’s a very serious obsession.” Carl laughs. “We
buy them from here and there and have restored a lot of them. That’s another
thing that stemmed from Dad.”
The eclectic range of vehicles spans the years 1900 to 1988. But this museum
is different.
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“Many of the car museums are one-make – like a Holden museum, Ford
museum or racecar museum. We have a wide variety of cars, bikes and
memorabilia. It’s one of those places where you’ll be able to go and see
something you don’t see at other museums.” This is like a mini-Birdwood, hey.
Grant apologised to me how they didn’t have a lot of Valiants (he did once –
and regrets giving them up to concentrate on his father’s older cars, like Buick,
Olds and Packard) but there were some Mopar offerings; including a tidy
Wayfarer and a Safari, and some rarities such as a factory ‘70 Challenger 440
R/T SE, a ‘60 Polara coupe and a ‘59 Imperial coupe (I’ve never seen either
of those before!). There was also a stunning ‘56 Chrysler Crown Imperial
limo – an eight-seater with swivel seats! Man, it was long – it went on forever.
But for me the highlights included more of the curious exhibits. Like mysterious
aviator Amelia Earhart’s 1935 Packard (with spirit-levels ornamented into
its headlight cowlings, wow!), a ‘zombie’ rat chopper built for Motley Crue, a
replica of Mike Hailwood’s 1978 Isle of Man TT winning Ducati, a lineup of
famous V8 supercars and a 1963 Braham BT7A. Of course, centrestage was
an amazing Buick Custom 8 autosalon rod, while Scott and I couldn’t stop
staring at the intricate grill of a ‘58 Buick Limited ragtop. And last but not
least, as we were leaving via the restaurant we were stopped in our tracks by
a giant 1924 Stanley Steamer Sedan – a seven-passenger limo powered by
a steam engine! Locomotive-style! Like WTF?
The Gold Coast Motor Museum, in conjunction with Stanley’s Barn
Restaurant & Bar is situated in the picturesque Gold Coast hinterland. Check
out their website for deets at goldcoastmotormuseum.com.au or contact
the museum directly on info@goldcoastmotormuseum.com.au
Although we got there early, by the time we were leaving bulk punters had
started to pour in, with lots of car clubs too... must be a popular joint. But if you’re
ever up there in the banana republic, definitely do yourself a favour, Molly...
– Dave H
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CARS AROUND ADELAIDE
Cars around Adelaide has grown from a photographer’s passion for classic
cars. Back in 2008 before Facebook made it the norm, Anthony decided a
good way to share his images from the various car shows, was to create a
website gallery.
So he created www.carsaroundadelaide.com, for viewing and an associated
Redbubble printshop, to sell the images in print.
The misted bonnet effect that Anthony has been working on over the last
few years began when he saw a car on the cover of a magazine with a clear
bonnet. Anthony thought it was a great photoshopped effect as it showed
the lines of the bonnet and the engine, it reflected how many owners
described their cars.
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race for the record

off ya guts race team

john eckermann
Remember the Malachi Brothers from the TV show Happy Days? Two eccentric street hoods and con-artists who followed demolition
derbies around the USA, using underhanded means to win the contests, such as the “Malachi Crunch.” And how the Count and Rocco (with
a pirate jolly-roger death’s head on the doors) terrorised Fonzie’s princess at the time, the glamorous Pinky Tuscadero in her pink Chevy?
Or maybe you owned a Smash-Up Derby toy set as a kid? In 1970, Kenner launched one of the coolest, most destructible ideas to
date! Basically the set consisted of two plastic cars with parts that clipped into place (wheels, bonnets, bumpers, etc.). The cars were
powered with a rip-cord action mono-wheel system that generated heaps of revs. Kids squared off opposite one another with a car in
hand, shooting them toward one another and CRASH... and parts would go flying. Ramps came with the boxed sets which really added
to the fun. Kenner issued several boxed versions that came with two vehicles. In addition, you could buy ripcords and individual cars
separately under the SSP line.
Segue to our very own resident tin-man (“– no, he doesn’t have any more Charger or hardtop parts to scrap...”) and all-round top
bloke. The pride of Korunye.
A la Clark Kent, club icon John Eckermann leads a secret second life not
many of us would know about. By day he’s a mild-mannered maintenance fitter
in a glass bottle factory (ironically) and cocky, but at night he werewolfs into a
champion demolition derby driver, a beast – as one of the infamous OFF YA
GUTS Race Team (a motley crew of assorted cut-throats, genius misfits and
drunken blaggards). Only joking!

For the common good.

But it is the usual familiar story, countless late nights in the shed with mates
stripping back and tweaking cars over a few beers. Only this time the purpose
has a twist. It’s all for destruction! Off Ya Guts are a group of friends who love
to kill cars anyway possible as loud and as hard as they can. And their motto is:
“Giving them one last chance to scream for their badge!”

One of the most fascinating things is how each of the competitors decorate their
car, many of them as characters from pop culture. You’ll see funky batmobiles,
police cars, taxis and all sorts of other creative takes and expressions of personality
adorning these doomed shitboxes. They have quite a sense of humour!

But seriously, for the past few years John has found himself either crewing
for his good mates or competing himself in a few novelty events at various
speedway meets, but most notably the Demolition Derby World Record
Attempt at Murray Bridge Speedway – with proceeds going to charity.
It takes a helluva lot of time, money and commitment to prep a junker for a
demo derby. Along with a certain amount of courage, stupidity and skill (in
equal measures) to drive one. But most of all John reckons it’s just so much
fun – an absolute blast.
And before any of us purists get upset about folks mindlessly trashing a classic
car – as God knows how hard it is to find Valiant parts nowadays, John assures
us those days are long gone. The philosophy has certainly changed with time
as has the values. Derbies today concentrate on those more disposable ricers
that should be eliminated. Shopping trolleys that deserve to be wiped from our
collective memory.
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The original quest at Murray Bridge saw a target of 123 cars, with the record
at the time held by the kiwis. The record campaign kicked off with 79 cars in
2018, followed by a tremendously close effort in 2019 with 113 – only to see the
Canadians eclipse the NZ mark in 2019 lifting the aussies’ new target to 126!

John’s first entry in 2019 was the DARK OZ Miniceptor (proudly supported
by Darren Koziol and his comics), a Ford Festiva as piloted by our very own
“Johnny the Boy” Eckermann in Mad Max payout livery.
And of course, 2020 saw Covid-19 rob this crazy army of darkness of any
chance of breaking the record... so how did they go in 2021?
Well this time John entered an old Laser he dressed up as Greased Lightning
from the movie Grease, with major sponsor our own Lesley Little from Little
Gem Photography – while Andy Radloff was John’s ‘pit crew’. The little
Laser held up well, as John said “it gave as well as it got”. But unfortunately
it popped a driver’s side CV joint after a decent shunt to the strut, and broke a
steering link to put John out of the race about two laps in.
Unfortunately, the event fell a mere two cars short from the record. John reckons
they would have got there but three or four didn’t make it out of the pits. Bugger!
Well there’s always next year, John. And we’ll keep you posted.
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“I have a good friend, Kym Hockley (some of
you may know him) and he’s been racing a
Centura with a sixpack engine in it for years. His
offsider Ian does also, and those guys regularly
run them at 7000 revs.”

He gestures towards the picture.

“Mind you they’re very finely balanced, these
days...” Paul cautions.

He snickers.

“I had the privilege of driving one of these cars
at Mallala one day – and it scared the living
daylights out of me!” He pauses to reflect. “I
remember when the Hemi came out, the E49
sixpack was the most powerful production
six-cylinder in the world.”
He repeated it was no wonder how “a worked
over version would’ve scared the pants off me!”
He continues. “In my travels through the engine
development section, we did lots of different
things with the two-barrel carbies and the
four-barrel carbies...”
“There was some alloy manifolds cast – that
never made it to an engine, were never machined.
There were even some that were made to take
two two-barrel carbies for a Hemi, but they never
got machined up...”
“And there was another pair, that had a third
loop – that would’ve put a third down-draft
two-barrel (like the old Carter two-barrel) in
there – they were made for that. They never went
anywhere either, but someone must have had a
brainchild to try that once...”
Paul’s enthusiasm is like that of a mad scientist.
“What did make it onto the dyno was a
fuel-injected version of the Hemi – it had the old
Bosch mechanical injection. Again I don’t think
it went anywhere because it wasn’t cost viable
– and I think lost it’s appeal…” He elaborates,
“...this was around the time that the sixpack
with the Webbers was being developed...”
“And that spent quite a lot of time on one of
the development dynos, as they messed with
what was called the ‘pillars’ – the fuel flow
regulating devices. And that had (if you can
imagine) a very nice set of six inlet stacks, with
six throttle blades working away in there, as the
mechanical fuel injection pump sat underneath
the distributor. Again, it was nice to play with –
but it never went anywhere.”

“And I (very sneakily)... took a polaroid of it...
when I was wheeling it back from the dyno to the
engine development section. I don’t know why
– but I did!”
Continuing on about the Hemi four, “...it never
made it into a car. It had silent shafts –
remember them from the Astron motor? Silent
shafts put in along the bottom of the crankshaft,
one either side of the bearing mounts, to try
and smooth it out, as even on the dyno it was
obvious that it vibrated like crazy...”
“We couldn’t get any decent power out of it.
So as a last ditch effort we chucked a couple
of Webbers on it, chopped up some sixpack
extractors into four, got them on it. And then we
got the power somewhere where it need to be
for a four cylinder car – to go into like a Charger,
or something like that...” The mind boggles, hey.
“Incidentally, a Charger did get a Centura four
cylinder put into it.” But the Simca design from
France simply wasn’t able to cut it either.“Again,
after a quick drive around the block by the
management team...” he sighs, “...oh, this thing
is so underpowered.”

This bloke has probably forgotten more than
what most of us will ever even learn about
this subject. But he humbly apologises that he
somehow forgot to bring one more other thing
along tonight.
Frustrated that he didn’t take a snap of it for us,
Paul offers us one last kernel of wisdom.
“At home in my shed, I’ve got up on the wall a
big map of the Bathurst track. Notated in 1969,
written down the bottom it reads ‘the gears and
speeds used in a Pacer, 5th of October 1969,
driven by Graham Ryan’.”
He continues, “...with a 323 axle in it, and a threespeed obviously – so it shows what speeds he
was doing in what gears around the track. Down
Conrod the maximum he got to was 114mph at
top gear. What’s that –183kmh?”
“Boy, haven’t we come a long way.”
Paul shrugs and chuckles.
“I went back to Mount Panorama in 1997 with a
production Magna, and we were doing 245kmh
– with a factory three-litre, after we snipped the
wire on the speed limiter!”
We all laugh.
Yes, things have certainly moved on.

Paul starts to wind up what has been a fascinating
seminar. He looks to scat a couple of final last riffs.

Paul finished up his presentation with some final
Q&A time.

He projects an image of the Hemi 245 prototype
up at the National Motor Museum and quizzes
the room.

Peter Karapetis asked about the glowing
manifold again. And then remarked how
everytime when he went back to visit Lonsdale
in recent years, there was still a lead smell – long
after they demolished the dyno building.

“I saw this engine up at Birdwood many years
ago. What’s wrong with this thing?”
Cue some audience participation.
“Yes! The distributor is in the wrong location. “
Give that man a prize.
“The early one was going to have the distributor
and the oil pump driven off the same gear
on the camshaft, but there was some kind of
harmonic thing that was happening in between
the camshaft, the oil pump and the distributor;
and they couldn’t get a nice steady spark set
up. They were getting what they called a ‘spark
scatter’ so they ended up separating them, and
putting them each on their own gears. So then
you ended up with the distributor at the back, like
its meant to be...”

Paul responded how there was always a lot of
burning and smoke around.“Well, these motors
had an exhaust pipe that went straight to the
ground, and it was connected with a piece of
rubber hose. So you couldn’t just leave that
there, it would melt. So we had a big water
injection system. And the first thing you had to
had do was turn the water on so you’d get this
spray around the exhaust, and went through
this rubber hose. But if you forgot to turn the
tap on before you started the engine, it didn’t
take long before you had a fire!”
Love it!
Thanks very much, Paul. Great to meet you.
– Dave H

You can definitely hear the creativity, the dream
of invention, in his words.

So Anthony decided to experiment and create it for himself, and after a good
deal of effort, working on angle, exposure, processing, and finishing, he
worked out how to do it.
Two years later, when he finally photographed the same model vehicle as on
the cover of the magazine, Anthony relooked at the original image and finally
read the article, only to discover the car in the magazine actually had a clear
fibre glass bonnet and wasn’t photoshopped at all.
If you would like your car misted, Anthony does like a Sunday morning coffee.
You can invite Anthony to a meet through Cars around Adelaide on Facebook,
or there are email links on www.carsaroundadelaide.com.

“Just like (I’m sure many of you have come
across) the four cylinder Hemi.” Paul points to a
picture of the prototype motor.“The one and only.”
“I was there when we did that. I can claim... to
have worked on the rocker cover, the side plate
and the sump.”
“...I was an apprentice... getting bits off the
line, and putting them through a bandsaw to
shorten them. Meantime there were other guys
sawing up blocks, sawing about a half an inch
off the front of the block, to be able to screw it
on to where they’d cut the others off... Special
crankshafts and camshafts were made.”
“It was very heavy and it was very underpowered.
Based on a 215 Hemi...”
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without jolting, without moving it. But he wouldn’t go in there – in the
dyno, with us. We had to slam the throttle shut and open the door so
he could run in – and he did that a couple times (to achieve the timeexposure) until he got the photo he wanted.”
So if you happen to have one of these famous pics, have a close look at the
linkages, of the throttle, and you’ll see that they are shut. “And incidentally,
the normal cast iron manifolds also glowed red, but of course they weren’t
as spectacular as that!” Proudly, Paul loves that image – and he still has a
very large reproduction of it taking pride of place in his shed.
“You really do get the shit jobs when you’re an apprentice...” Paul was
an assistant with the building of sixpack race motors. “My job was to FIND
BALANCED PARTS; so we’d go down the production line to get boxes
and boxes of pistons and sit there and measure them and weigh them. It
would get to a point where we had, for example, six perfect pistons – all
exactly the same weight, exactly the right size... and they can go there...”
to put aside. And you could say,“They’re ready.”
“And we had to get blocks with exactly the same size bores. Some of you
will be familiar with the grading they used to put in bores; ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’ and
so on. Slightly different variations; it was only a few tenths of a thou’ in the
bore sizes – but what we wanted was ones that were identical.”
“I also had the job of measuring the volumes of the combustion chambers
in the cylinder head. We had to lay a head flat on the bench and we used
kerosene. First of all you’d pull all the valves out, put a smear of grease
on them so it didn’t leak, put the head upside down and use a sorta
measuring device to drop in kero until it came up to like a bridge with
a pointer on it... as soon as the kero hit that, you had to turn the tap off
and this thing measured it (don’t quote me, 150mls or whatever it was).”
“Again, we were looking for cylinder heads that had six exact same
volume combustion chambers – when you found them you’d put them
aside too.”
“And then someone else would be looking at the ports in there – you
weren’t allowed any polishing or de-porting in those days – they had to
be pure production engines.”
“But what you were allowed to do was handpick the conrods. So
you’d go down there and get conrods that weighed the same. But
not only weighed the same, weighed the same at all the little ends
and weighed the same at all the big ends – that was the hard part.”
Sounds like finicky exhausting work!
“You might get one that weighed so much, but what about at each end?
They’d tell me that once you’d put all these components together, those
engines would rev a lot higher and put out more power just because they
finally had well-balanced parts.” Talk about fussy.
“About the only thing you could send out was the crankshaft – to get that
really well balanced, better than production tolerances.”
Fascinating.
When the sixpack was being tested in the dyno cell for endurance –
potentially for Bathurst, CAL devised a meticulous but gruelling routine of
acceleration and deceleration for these motors to go through.

“Dynos don’t normally have gearboxes, so they wangled a gearbox
system into it, and then they’d be running 24 hours a day. The problem
with that was back in those days race cars has straight out exhausts – so
we had 4-inch exhaust pipes going straight out the louvre windows of the
dyno cell towards the factory. That was the first problem, they (the factory
workers) all whinged...” (about the noise as well as the fumes).
“But later on in the night the residents of O’Sullivan’s Beach would then
complain (about the noise), so what happened was that they built a
sandbag wall out from the dyno cell, right up high – to make the sound
go UP.”
And then ALL the complaints stopped.
“There was an engineer who came out from America (I cant for the
life of me remember his name, sorry) but he was very big on the extra
production – and the first builds of the Hemi engine. When he was
going to go back to America, he said to us ‘the one thing I don’t know is
how high can this engine rev?’”
Paul smirks as he warms up for his next yarn. “Well, y’know we’d seen
them on the dyno kicking over nicely at whatever it was... four and a half...
5000 I reckon was the redline in those days. So anyway, it was decided
we could take an old endurance engine that was due to be scrapped, and
we’d build it up and put it on the dyno cell. See how high it would rev!”
He leads us in. “Now my name’s Paul – and I think then I was a fourth year
apprentice... and apprentices get the shit jobs, don’t they? Yes.”
“So we’re all standing around in the dynocell... I dunno if you’ve ever come
across what’s inside a dyno cell, but you run a lot of things at wide open
throttle and you vary the revs with the load.”
And continues,“– so we’ve got this engine running wide open throttle, and
just back off the load to increase the revs... and the other thing we did of
course was to put the exhaust pipes straight out the side ‘cos we could, and
opened all the outside doors so we could hear it. But not the inside doors,
because that would’ve been deafening, and apart from that we knew it was
going to blow up. We didn’t want it coming out through the dyno cell door!”
Paul becomes animated. “Anyway so sure enough, up it went, up it went,
up it went – and if my memory serves me correct it got to 7000 revs! Before
it just went ‘– pfft’.” He pauses for dramatic effect.
“Literally. It just went ‘pfft’ – and stopped.”
In the audience we’re riveted.
“The whole dyno cell went white with smoke. They had a dry powder
extinguisher system in there that went off. There was a bit of clattering
and banging, we could hear through the door. But the noise from outside
was literally just that ‘– pfft’.”
“Stopped.”
Excited, Paul interjects.“That was very COOL.”
“And the engineer? Well, he was as pleased as anything.”
“Paul? Clean it up!”
We all laugh.
“So my first job was to get the engine off the dyno and put it on the stand.
It had chucked a rod of course, which had literally torn both sides out of
the block, and the sump out. So first of all I had to get the engine out,
and then I had to clean up all this horrible dry chemical stuff which is like
sand, isn’t it. In amongst all the oil that’s blown in there as well. There’s
the first coupla hours – cleaning up!”
Curse you bloody high-roller execs.
“I’ll now go and pull the engine apart to see what had happened. So I took
it over and put it on one of those nice stands that you rotate. Went to take
the cylinder head off and then realised ‘I can’t do that, it’s gonna fall in
half’ – and sure enough…”
“So I had to put it on the bench. And when I took the head off, the block
just literally went ‘doonk’, in two halves. It had broken the cam. Ripped the
block and even the head face apart.” Paul’s forensics weren’t surprising
with the devastation.
“But it did go to 7000 revs...” He was impressed.
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used for endurance testing and quality audits.
The other two dynos had electric brakes – they
were used more for development.”
He remarked how the fuel flow testing room
in there was actually quite an intimidating –
and dangerous – place. “In there, petrol was
vaporising through a carby and then exhausting
off out to the atmosphere. That room had giant
bomb doors in the roof – in case anything went
off. They used to have a little shelf just outside
the door as you went in, where you had to
remember to leave your cigarettes and lighter.
Just in case you might accidentally light up in
the room behind!”
“Eventually some bright chemist came up with
a different fluid that was non-flammable but
had the same properties as petrol, so we could
run the carbies in there much safer. It was quite
a sigh of relief, because I always used to look up
at those bomb doors and say – geez…”
The walls of the dyno cell were not parallel, to
stop noise reverberating around. Every wall
was at a different angle, from the back wall to
the front wall, and they were lined with what
Paul called “pegboards”. Masonite sheets with
uniform patterns of holes, packed with insulation
behind them. He described the dyno cell door as
nine inches thick, and so big and heavy that it
had to have a wheel to hold up its weight. It had
to be so massive to keep the noise inside the
room because “...an engine at 4000 revs can
make a helluva noise!”

Having Chargers kicking off the cruise
for 50th Anniversary was only natural,
it made a spectacular sight. Lots of
good photos taken.
Luke had planned a high profile route
via the foothills of Blackwood and
Belair – down into Adelaide toward
sunset. A good crowd waited at Windy
Point lookout to watch the convoy
pass. There were plenty of meal
options at Northpark, or across the
road. Kept most people happy. I really
enjoyed my laksa from the Wok place!
I always see different cars from those
at the start – a highlight for me was an
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Sunday show – the first at Gaza
What can I say? The club was fortunate
to work with the helpful Gaza sports
club, and once again Port Adelaide
Enfield Council as our major sponsor
– and venue owner. I was advised
we couldn’t secure Hart’s Mill at the
port back on January 11 – due to a
COVID-19 testing station being set up
there. So I looked at Gaza as a venue

on January 12. By chance, club officials
were on-hand and happy to discuss
the prospect. Somehow, it all came
together in nine weeks! Thanks to the
huge efforts by both teams.
The venue looked great and the
Chargers across the clubrooms
were inspiring. The CRCSA set
up a wonderful display with picnic
atmosphere amongst the trees at the
south end. The adjacent southern goal
square held ten or so wild US Mopars.
There were Ram trucks new and
old, a Centura or two, and one Imp
GT. Thanks also to Frank and Joe
Bergamin for bringing their Fast
& Furious Dodge and four friends.

Livening up the MoParking Area after
heading to another show that morning.
The view back across to the foothills,
as the sun flipped in and out of the
clouds was superb – and I believe it
must be one of the neatest community
ovals in Adelaide.
There was a great feel on the day,
traders did really well, Moparking was
busy as ever. We counted 237 cars
on the oval at 1pm and estimate over
100 cars short-stopped in MoParking.
A total of 340 cars, including 53
Chargers counted made for one of our
best ever show turnouts.
All this coming out of the pandemic!

During the latter of part of Paul’s apprenticeship
and once he was made permanent there, he
would swap with Kim between the dyno and
engine build every few weeks. “We looked after
all the audit engines.”
The dynos ran 24 hours a day five days a week.
So these audit motors would be running all the
time. “We had to do two motors a day – ten
Hemis and one V8 a week.”
He adds, “– the V8s actually weren’t all that
good, because they were a pain in the ass to
pull apart. Big, heavy things. But y’know, that’s
how it went.”
“As you know there was a variety of engines.
The 245, the 265 and later on the 215. Then
there was a single-barrel and a double-barrel,
and the four-barrel – and every other bloody
barrel. Eventually we got into the sixpacks!”

Were they reckless? “The six cylinders didn’t rev
that high, really – did they? Compared to some
engines these days, but even so walking into a
dyno cell with an engine running at 4000 was a
bit of a challenge…”

“The paint colours were all there too – the reds,
the blues and the oranges, the different rocker
cover colours. It was really quite a nightmare –
and I can see why eventually the cost-saving guys
came over and said ‘right, all blue!’ Including all
the rocker covers – and everything else.”

Paul continues to walk us through an imaginary
tour. “Also associated with the dyno facility,
was the engine build development area in
the corner of the factory…” He elaborates,
“Y’see sometimes on TV… raceteams – that
have these beautifully airconditioned and
spotless dust-free engine build rooms” like
laboratories. But with Lonsdale he concedes,
“…nah – nah, not quite like that.”
‘old yella’ Plymouth Business coupe
hot rod with a Gen 1 Hemi. Really
different – and ol’ skool.
As the cruise finished close to home,
we sneaked off at dark to recharge
before Sunday.

“And we did other things, like check the torque
of all the bolts on the outside of the engine
before we started. And then when those
engines had finished their run, they’d go over to
the engine development area and get torn down
and laid out. Everything would be measured. All
the torques of all the bolts would be checked
before it was pulled apart.”

But Paul quips about how gung-ho they were. “If
we ever needed to go in there for something,
we’d just open the door and went in. OH&S would
never let you do that these days, if the engine
was kicking away at 4000 or whatever revs.”

What? Pass me the earplugs, man!

too steady herself – I wondered who
was driving?

He jumped back to the dynos. “They were for
endurance and audit runs. And then there was
the testing stuff. When I was first there as an
apprentice one of my jobs was to look after
what they called the ‘quality audit’ engines.
Two engines everyday were taken from the
production line and put on the dyno to run
through a cycle over ten hours, starting from low
revs – y’know 1500, up to a wide open throttle.
Don’t quote me but I think that was 4000 revs
at the time. And it progressed through...”

Paul was at Lonsdale when Stirling Moss
visited during the famous VG Pacer advertising
campaign. “I remember when they laid out a
giant drawing of a hemispherical combustion
chamber, a schematic, on top of the concrete
pad between the machine shop and the foundry.

All the employees had gathered around and they
had a cherry picker with a camera on it while
Stirling Moss was walking around pointing out
things inside the engine – and telling what it
really meant…”
He nods. “Good promotional thing they did…”
“I often went back to Tonsley too. I used to love
seeing the cars go through the washes and the
paint dip. Quite often as an apprentice you got
sent down the line or over to Tonsley to get
stuff, like an air cleaner or a filter, whatever” he
continues, “and that was cool when you were
sent down there because you could go and
look at all this stuff. See how these cars got put
together. Where the body dropped down on top
of the chassis. I always loved doing that.”
“The Hemi Pacer was just so appealing wasn’t
it? Back in those days. And the colours they
came up with…” rattling off their exotic and
creative descriptive names like Hot Mustard,
Little Hood Riding Red, and Bondi Bleach White.
Of course “...there were so many others.”
During his apprenticeship, Paul spent a couple of
months at Tonsley in Experimental Engineering
working on the Mules behind the scenes of the
VH29 Program. “My job was to convert them
back into ordinary normal utes. But with very
short trays. I had to take out all the lead weights
that made them a Charger weight.” Wow!
“So yeah, one of my claims to fame is that I
got to fiddle with the development buck for
the Charger.” Robert Hurley (who is currently
restoring these historic utes) would probably
love to talk to this guy.
Paul also was involved in the invention of the
sixpack of course. “A sixpack was put into a VG
Pacer and sent to Italy, I think it was with John
Ellis. A Darcy Blue one. I envied that guy taking
it off to Italy to the Webber factory to get the
carbies sorted out. A lot of development work of
the carbies was done on our dynos...”
And of course he was there for the famous
glowing manifold photo. “I’d like to put some
myths to bed here. That engine has its throttle
shut. The photographer was chicken. He
wouldn’t go into the dyno cell with the engine
running full noise, which you would’ve had to do
to get the pipes glowing like that. So he rigged
up his camera with a cable, so he could press it

It was just a corner of the factory, with sheets
of roof decking to the walls, and a backwall with
louvre windows that would open to the outside
– all on a bare concrete floor. “This was where
we built the experimental engines… and then
race engines, in time. That was just how it was
in those days.”
“All the guys wore grey dust coats – except
us apprentices, we had to wear overalls which
was a bit embarrassing. Grey dust coats, collar
and tie, usually a white shirt – they’re building
bloody engines for chrissake! But the white
shirt, tie on… that was just normal.” In fact,
Paul was quite proud once he eventually got his
trade ticket because then he could finally wear
a white shirt and a tie. But,“…didn’t last long!”
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bear earth
lecture TRANSCRIpT

TALL" paul caIn
Eighteen months ago the late Ian Traeger asked Paul Cain if he would have something to talk about at the CCCSA’s 2020 Adelaide
Chrysler Festival (an event that never actually happened in the end) celebrating the 50 year anniversary of the Hemi and the
Pacer… Well this year, the club invited him back again. And this time we were finally able to enjoy his entertaining presentation.
“I was there.” He begins his lecture, showing a picture of his younger self wearing a vintage Chrysler
sprayjacket at Lonsdale, with long hair and a beard. “There I am!”
“That’s me –” he laughs, “I was there in the early ‘70s...”
Paul Cain was at Tonsley Park in 1970 when the Hemi first came out, as well as at Lonsdale during the mid ‘70s
working in the emissions lab with the Centura – “.... but that’s a long story. Don’t wanna go there… too hard.”
“I don’t have a classic Chrysler car like many of you do…” he apologises, “but I did own a VE Valiant once
before – until a drunk driver totalled it one day when it was parked out the front of my house. And later I bought
a Chrysler Galant…”
Paul then briefly digresses. During his apprenticeship he actually ‘wrote’ the workshop manual for the GB
Galant. “They put me on a ‘special project’ for eight or nine months in the Service Division. I had to take the
Japanese translation (which was about as good an English as you can well imagine back in those days) and
compile it all up into Australian English. Change all the components – like the alternator, and so forth – and
Australianise it from the Japanese…”
To complete his introduction, Paul then projects a slide of a print of the 1972 E49 Charger by Fred Briggs he
has hanging over his bed. He muses that his wife now sleeps in another room – confessing he doesn’t know if it’s
because of the painting. “But my era was the VG Valiant and the Hemi engine...”
Paul started at CAL in 1970 as an apprentice motor
mechanic. He recalls 112 apprentices started that
year, which he thinks was one of the most ever
in recruitment numbers. He and six others were
unique though as they were sent to Lonsdale.
Two were to be motor mechanics – the other was
Ian Traeger’s older brother Kim, although Paul
didn’t really know Ian until much later, when Ian
was about 19. At this time, when Paul and Kim
became mates at work as seventeen-year-olds,
Ian was still just a little tacker.
“Apprentices back then… what they did was
shove you in a training centre for three months
– unless you were a fitter, then you had to be
in there for 12 months – and you learnt how to
hacksaw things, and file things, and drill holes
in things… how to use handtools and all that
junk. And then they finally let you loose – out
into the wide world…”
Initially, Paul applied to become an electrical
fitter but he was given a vacancy as a motor
mechanic instead, eventually finally ending up in
the Engine Development section. “Three months
of filing bloody steel blocks…” he sighs. “I
suppose it would give you a good grounding in
handtools …but I was a bit bored because my
dad did all that with me years before, at home.”
“I actually applied at CAL to be an electrical
fitter because I already knew a bit about cars.
Dad was always tinkering with cars, and we
always had old cars and engines which we
used to play with as kids… so I thought, well I’d
do a different trade…”
The HR rep quizzed him about this, and then
after his interview Paul was given an apology
that they were no longer hiring electrical fitters
– but CAL wanted to offer him a position as a
motor mechanic instead.
“So that’s where I went”.
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Paul continues, “…after three months training
they moved you through mechanical areas all
over the place. The first place I went was on the
Engine Assembly line. When the brand new Hemi
was just going down the line. It was awesome!”
They were still building Slant Sixes on a side line
for parts and accessories – long and short motors.
“…but, look at this Hemi thing! This is cool!”

they didn’t have too many posts down at Lonsdale
yet, so after nine months there they shifted me to
Tonsley for a little while. A short stint in Service,
a good stint in Experimental Engineering. I spent
the third year of my apprenticeship in the Service
Division working in the Technical Publications
section. And then back to Lonsdale where I spent
all of my fourth year in Engine Development.”

Apprentices were never immediately assigned to
any one station or task on a production line, but
they were permitted to have a sample experience
of them all. “I could just do one engine… follow
it down the line – and get each different person
to teach me all about how these engines went
together in the assembly process. So I used to
follow an engine down, and then go back to
the beginning to follow another one down. And
another, and so on. Every now and then, there’d
be a V8 coming down – and I’d go ‘ooh, I think
I’ll do THAT one!’” Paul reflects upon how good a
way to learn all about Chrysler engines that was.

Paul then presented a series of slides showing
the building and expansion of Lonsdale over the
years in sequence. “In about 1975, I bought
a house up on a hill at Sheidow Park – and
from my front window I could see Chryslers…
didn’t really cheer me up too much, to see work
from home…”

“The Hot Test facility too – that was fun! Where
they actually started the engines. I always
enjoyed that part of it. Yeah, you’d get to rev
the shit out of them… and if the boss wasn’t
around we’d pop the little exhaust off so you’d
get straight out exhaust – and things like that…
that’s what happens, y’know?” Total petrolhead!
After three months there, “they moved me
into really the only other mechanical areas
for mechanics – ‘Engine Development’; the
dynamometer section, and ‘Engine Build’; the
experimental engine building section. That was
where all the interesting stuff happened and
I was fortunate over my years to spend a lot of
time in there...”
“Meantime I got shuffled around, spent nine
months I think there (normally you were meant to
spend only three months in every department) but

Starting at 1967, he pointed out the emergence
of the machine shop and foundry, however the
dyno section was not there yet (in the bottom
corner) along Sheriffs Road. Although CAL did
have one small concrete building containing
one dyno to start with, where they began to do
endurance testing and quality audit testing of
motors once they’d come off the line.
Then from February 1969 a whole new dyno
room had been established – housing seven
dynamometers and a fuel flow test room “where
they could put carburettors on, to test-flow them
and change jets.. and stuff like that”. Then by
the 1980s the dyno room had grown even more
along the entire southern border, with the first
Emissions Test Room and the second Emissons
Test Room now fully operational.
Paul began to detail the dyno facility at it greatest
extent, during the bulk of his time there.
“There were seven dynos in there, five were
what they called waterbrake dynos – kinda like a
big fan inside water, and you could vary the pitch
of the blades beneath, and thus the amount of
the water to put a load on the engine. They were

I do commend the spectators, entrants,
and our watchful Covid Marshalls for
using the Covid check-ins around the
oval, keeping their 1.5m spacings!
We once eliminated Gaza as a site,
due to the lack of fences. Now, thanks
to our awesome sponsors and the
great work by Paul Williams to engage
them, our annual festival can be open
– and free for everyone. So, please
support your sponsors listed on your
ACD poster or in the club magazine,
and use their services.

The self-organising ACF team
I started ACD like many, as a
spectator, back at the first Daw Park

ACD in 1990. My first entry was in ‘94
at Camden – at that time I had a VG
770 hardtop with a 360.
My involvement only started when
I joined the club in ’96; at that stage
ACD seemed to be run by three to four
people, working damn hard. Over ten
years, members’ involvement grew to
20-25 on the day, although most of
the planning was still by Adrian, Roy,
Colin and Kirstin, and myself.
Now the organising committee has
grown to 12, give or take. Each team
member knows their role’s importance
and they do it well. With over three
days of events we now involve about
30-35 volunteers.

The organisation has matured such
that the coordinator’s role is checking
things are on track and rostering
volunteers across the event. We now
have a festival model that relies on
good teamwork for success, and we
are not limited by the same venue.

Why not, I get bored with the same
thing year-on-year!
The one thing that hasn’t changed
much is my role on the team (other
than 2018’s chart-topping Return to
Tonsley, capably organised by Iain
while I was working in the NT).

We recently held the Volunteers &
Sponsors Thankyou Lunch at the
Tonsley Hotel, and have now started
planning meetings for ACF 2022.

And again I find increasing demands
at work, so now there is no better time
to re-assess the committee structure.
Seek out new team members and do
something different again? Bring some
new ideas to the front. Hell, I may even
find time to do my next project!

Since ACD2001 I have encouraged
gradual growth, changes in themes,
venues and committee membership.

All the best to you all – and drive your
Mopar like you stole it!
– Jason

So, where to from here ?
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DH:

So it was always definitely deliberate.

I dunno. Even though we might’ve been number
three... I think in terms of classic car collectors,
we’ve (and certainly I’m speaking from a hippo
perspective here) – I know hardtops, even though
they were a massive flop, they’ve a cult following
now – and they’re just as lucrative as a Charger...

You had the station wagon roof sort of back to
about there...
He points to the window line.

BC:
(Proudly) Well, there weren’t that many built, but
it’s just a matter that most of them have been
made to survive...

You’d take a station wagon roof... press it as a
station wagon roof and then reoperate it –
JR:
Restrike the trim again –

And they did do a good job of strengthening it up
– when we did do it. Once we’d been to the states
we understood.

BC:

The roads over there were built for that length
of vehicle.

We’d do a front fender, we’d probably have a two
stage die for that. We’d have to punch all our
holes, punch our blank, do the whole lot.

DH:
Not here though…

We also invested in a lot more bracing in the
panelwork.

BC:
No. We didn’t have those sort of roads. We
haven’t really got them now.

JR:
I guess the alternative was, as you said, you take
the window line further back – but then it wouldn’t
have the rollover strength because there’s not
enough metalwork there.
Or if you’d actually just extended it all the way
forward as a single panel, it would’ve looked
pretty thick and not so elegant – so you had to
have some kind of detail there to make it look
y’know, neat...
And as Bill said, if you want variations for different
models, the ideal way is to have some sort of
insert panel that you can either trim up, or paint,
or black out, or two-tone it.

JR:
Everything was wider, bigger turning circles,
bigger spaces in carparks.
DH:
I’m really glad that you’ve told me that Bill,
because that seems to be the unicorn I’ve been
searching for. Because I’m looking for a reason
why the hardtop flopped.
I point to the B pillar on one of his model Chargers.
What happened there?
Is that a fake rear quarter vent?
Was that put there to cover a join or something?
Is that right?
Where they cut the hardtop shape?
Was there ever gonna be a purpose for it?
JR:
Because it’s a pressed, diecast insert in the base
models, whereas in the 770 it’s a padded vinyl
section...
BC:
We had to have a panel in there... an inner panel
for rollover protection, or whatever – I don’t
remember the (crash safety regulations) rules at
that point.
So you had to have panelwork there...
What would you have liked done?
He points to the back of the B pillar.
Take the glass right back there?
DH:
I dunno. I’m not a Charger aficionado.
There’s an impression it was put there as a
cheaper way to cover a bulkhead or something...
Rather than redo the whole thing, they came up
with this idea – basically like a patch?
Is that correct, or is that a myth?
BC:
Well, we could have a number of variations with
it that way… that was the plan. Just part of the
styling. Just like everything else.
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I can’t remember how the panelling went – it’s
too long ago now.

You know where you gotta do a separate die.

BC:
We wanted it to look good.
DH:
I reckon that’s a classic example of Australian
makedo, anyway.
It probably would’ve been cheaper and more
cost-effective too, anyway – to cover that bulkhead
like that. It’s great.
JR:
It would’ve been a pretty slim panel if it didn’t have
an internal brace.
BC:
A very slim panel...
You need to talk to Holman or somebody like
that...
DH:
Mal did tell me about the problems with the
hardtop (because all of my questions were about
the hardtop) with the B pillar – and how they had
to reinforce it.
Because the big door sagged (and we all know how
Valiant doors sag) they had to box in and reinforce
the bulkheads inside the doorwells, and stuff – to
sustain that length of door because they only had
the one B pillar...
And again they went back to the Americans and saw
what they were doing in the American cars – and
apparently the American cars were quite flimsy –
BC:
Yeah...
Whereas our standards were a bit more stricter.

Bill wanted us to tell the AWCC that he wore his 50th anniversary
tee shirt especially for the occasion this morning.

JR:
Side and back end collisions – so they had to be
reinforced.
BC:
Mal and Lollies did do a pretty good job of that...
Bill is now quite tired, so we call an end to the
interview. But as we finish up...
DH:
So mate, what do you think now of all of us
weirdos getting’ around lovin’ Valiants?
BC:
I think its fantastic.
DH:
Do you know how grateful we are to you for what
you have done?
BC:
Yeah, I do. He smiles.
We begin to pack up the prints and clear the table.
DH:
Do you actually understand how revered you are?
Bill scoffs.
JR:
We are in the presence of divinity.
DH:
Yeah, I was so nervous about coming today. Like
you are one of the people that created the cars
we love...
JR:
I am sitting here with a god.
We all laugh out loud.
Bill has had enough. And as he gets up he
mutters...
BC:
Settle down guys...
It was just my job at the time.
Jesus, they only paid me $35 a day!
We all laugh out loud.
Thanks again to Bill and Kerry
– Dave H
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BC:

Bill arcs up.

Yeah that’s it. Well, typical Americans. Typical
Trumpites. Y’know, only interested in what
they’re doing…

BC:

JR:
There was probably a “29 program” – with a
bodystyle 29... They would’ve been aware of a
“29 program”.
But it was low budget, and as long as someone
was looking after it, that’s probably all they cared
about.
DH:
Because the other thing I’ve heard too... that not
many people even saw the hardtop when it was
being shaped. Or the sedan or the wagon.
Is that correct as well?
That it wasn’t common knowledge either... or is
that wrong?

JR (laughs):
In a nice way…
BC:
It’s not your car!
“Well we’ve got one that’s exactly the same”.
I found a slide of it – parked right outside
General Motors...
(And you’ll see this in the Hey Charger book).
JR:
So you were in an Aussie Charger – was this
pre-release... before it was released, just on
development work over there or –?

BC:

BC:
No, after it was released.
We drove it around as our car.

No, it was well aware of, doing all the drafting
here…

DH:
In the states?

DH:
Some people have actually told me that when
workers first saw the hardtop come down the line
they said “oh, geez that’s a bit ugly – a bit big and
bulky”. Is that true? In your experience?

BC:
A red 770...

BC:
I don’t think so – I’m not aware of that, but they
might’ve. They could’ve. Probably did…
JR:
New products, certainly with my experience at GM,
new product was always a well-guarded secret.
BC:
Yeah, whereas in the states it wasn’t.
Jason reiterates how Chrysler’s International
projects probably really didn’t garner a high profile.
JR:
Right – it wasn’t a big deal…
BC:
I mean, part of the story you might’ve heard...
Bondy and I one Saturday morning wanted to go
to Pontiac, GM’s test track.
We were on a corner of the test track, where
a fairly deep gully came up a hill, and turned
hard left. And it had a surrounding fence around
it. There was a roadway outside, so we parked
on the corner, both standing on the bonnet,
watching a Ford Falcon and a... what’s that
funny car you guys used to have? (looking at
Jason) – a Monaro, coming up the hill followed
by a Charger.
Bondy and I got tackled by security coming along
on the outside of the road. We’d been reported...
standing at the chain mesh fence... looking over
the fence.
And there we were, outside in an Aussie Charger.
We had a 770. They came up and thought it was
their car. And then said to both of us “hey, what
are you doing out here with this car?”
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I said “what’s it got to do with you? Huh?”

DH:
So they saw you on the corner, you were standing
on the bonnet of the car...
BC:
And these two security guys came roaring up
there on the side road, and wanted to know
what we were doing outside in their car!
We informed them it wasn’t their car!
We knew exactly... this car belonged to Chrysler.
The security guards were quite bemused. Bill
digresses for a second as he recalls the car.
That car ended up getting an oxy torch put
through it, as we hadn’t paid duty on it.
Deliberately.
Bill resumes recounting. Then they said “we
get off shift at eleven, come round to the front
gate and we’ll give you an escorted tour of the
place!” Which they did. So a few beers and a VIP
guided inspection later...
JR:
So the kicker was you were driving essentially an
identical car to the one they actually had as an
evaluation vehicle...
BC:
Yes!
He chuckles.
Bill then elaborated upon how he and Dean Bond
drove that Charger 770 everywhere, all around the
US. And recalled how it drew quite a lot of attention
and curiosity wherever they went, especially being
right-hand drive. One afternoon they even opened
it right up – out on an open highway somewhere in
the deep south, attracting the scrutiny of a police
helicopter for quite some time and many miles.
Fanging it, a couple of counties later, they were
finally pulled over by a local sheriff.

Nervously expecting the wrath of a Buford T.
Justice and possibly getting lynched – instead the
copper let them off, when he discovered they were
aussies in some exotic prototype.
In fact, all this good ol’ boy really wanted to know
was what the hell was this strange car, check out
what was under the hood (he couldn’t believe “this
rocket” was powered by a six with triple carbies)
and then were they ever going to be able to get
them in America!
JR:
Well, it’s just a pity that at that stage, the Charger’s
dynamics and styling never influenced any of the
GM stuff.
Jason expands.
Because they were woeful by comparison to
the GM stuff in the seventies. It wasn’t until the
Germans got involved with Hannenberger, with
the Commodore and RTS, that they actually made
them handle.
And they were still awful in the states... we hired a
Malibu back in ‘99 and it was still just a refrigerator
on marshmallows… it was just terrible!
BC:
We weren’t much better.
(Referring to the next release of the VJ)
We went back... and asked the yanks to redo
the steering of our car... because I used to
remember my Valiant would always go along the
road and then jump sideways, if there was any
bump in the road...
And that was curable right from the beginning –
but the yanks wouldn’t spend any money to do
it for us, yet they’d done all their suspensions...
DH:
So the Americans were very self interested?
Even though they were expanding the empire all
over the world... bought out Rootes Group, had
stuff going on in South America, and South Africa...
They were quite scabby with their money on
international programs. Any idea why?
Just the way it is? It was just capitalism?
JR:
Bill may not say it that way...
We all laughed.
BC:
You gotta realise we were always number three
– and we were trying to be in every market that
GM was in...
And that limits the amount of capital you got.
Just like today. Exactly the same.
DH:
It’s very interesting, hey. Your wife Kerry said
something to me when I was waiting out the front.
She said “it’s funny, but you’ll still see Valiant
utes and the occasional wagon getting around...
Tradesmen are still driving around Valiant utes
and using them as work cars – you don’t see old
Holdens being used as work cars”.
BC:
No. They haven’t survived.
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So, just to cycle back to Bob Hubbach again, you
were gonna tell us about some of the other stuff
that he worked on?
And you’re still in touch with him on a regular basis...
BC:
Yeah I phoned Bob yesterday actually. If we
could figure out how to do a Zoom he’ll do it. Or
if you wanna just talk to him on the phone. I’ve
warned him you may contact him.
JR:
And he’s OK with that?
BC:
Yep.
Bob has little to no interest (in cars) much like
myself these days. I’ve only got one interest, in
one Hillman Imp, left.
Bill then showed us some edition prints of Hubbach
drawings of the Viper, 300C and Dodge Charger.
He apologised that his copies of the Valiant Charger
drawings were all with his kids.
It was also fascinating to hear Bill’s descriptives of
some rare scale models he had – of the E38 and
E55, as well as the Prowler and Atlantic concepts.
We then returned to yakking.
DH:
Mate, what can you tell us about Dean Bond and
Tom Campbell?
BC:
Tom Campbell was the tooling bloke...
DH:
Ah, the famous “Lollies”...
BC:
Dean Bond was good.
He and I, along with Kerry, went over (to the USA)
for six months... and our 50 year old son – who
was then twelve months old…
Bondy and I did the latter half of ‘72. And then
Bondy went back in ‘73 with Denis Nicole,
a body engineer.
So there was Peter Taylor, he was head of Body
Engineering, Malcolm Holman was 2IC, and then
Dean Bond ran the draftsmen.

DH:

How did you get involved in batteries and battery
charging (because that’s an area closer to my
experience – being electrical)?

Going back to the Charger, back at Tonsley Park...

How did you make that jump?
Originally you were going to be a mechanic, and
then you ended up being a draftsmen and suddenly
you’re running a battery charging business.
DH:
Mechanic, clay sculptor, dairy farmer, battery man...
BC:

I worked him for two or three years at Reynella
Sand and Metal... in civil engineering, before I
moved along.

BC:

DH:

Bill then explained how set up a civil engineering
business, initially based near Victor Harbor. His
first major tender was refurbishing the Port Elliott
Caravan Park before he began regularly contracting
up at Woomera. Eventually he and his wife moved
to Woomera full-time, as Kerry accepted an
accountancy position with the US Air Force up there.

So you and Brian set up... you were doing your
sculpting here at Tonsley Park basically, like,
undercover. Is that correct?

They spent a number of years up there.

BC:

BC:

Oh no, it was well known here.

Raced an Austin 7 in those days...

We didn’t realise it was quite as secretive as it
was from the very top US management, right.

DH:
So there’s a bit of hoon in you, obviously. A bit of
revhead?
Bill continues.

JR:
Was it really a skunkworks? Or was it well known
within the South Australian hierarchy here?

But Dave Brown was always up front about it, as
our managing director, and we regarded him as
probably equal to Elwood Engel.

BC:

So it wasn’t really that ‘top secret’ after all. As many
texts have led us to believe...

So I went and did civil engineering until I was
fifty years old. And because of my back I couldn’t
do it anymore...

DH:

Doing major contracts around Woomera...
Had my own concrete plant, trucks, backhoes
and stuff…
At 50 years of age I decided I had to do
something else that didn’t involve physicality.
My kids used to say to me “why are we working
out here on the coalfield, pouring concrete?”
My son used to say to me, “– you went to
university, dad.”

So at 50 I decided I’d do something else. I’d seen
in a car magazine battery terminals with a grease
nipple on them, and I thought “that looks alright.”

BC:
He actually came from the paint shop at
Richards Industries!

Was that just because it had to be done closer to
the end of the line. Like, why wasn’t the Charger
thought of back in America?

Including a couple of years farming cattle on a
property near Clarendon.

JR:

JR:
Earlier... late fifties.

So you had a limited amount of time to actually
create the Charger, was that why you worked on
the clay models here at Tonsley Park?

We didn’t want anyone to know about it. And we
wanted to control how the money was spent.

Yeah. (But he’d reply) ...but I enjoy this much more
than any university – as far as I’m concerned...

DH:
He started well back in the sixties –

I wanted to ask you...

Lots of things in between there guys...

Eventually Bondy took over at Mitsubishi.
Holman had left. His brother-in-law owned what
was Reynella Sand and Metal – which was a
used car yard on the corner of Sherriffs and
Main South Road at Lonsdale...
So (after the Charger) he went off to do that, did he?
Oh wow... because he was in early product
development for the S Series and stuff, wasn’t he?
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JR:

We did some major contracts for the Australian
Government at Leigh Creek, and the Americans
at Woomera.

So Bill became an entrepreneur.
After doing some research and visiting military
applications firsthand in the US, he scrupulously
purchased some lathes from Litchfield Industries
when it closed down, and put them to work. And
before too long, Bill had secured an agency
distributorship for US battery testers and battery
trickle chargers for all of Oz.
Bill has made a lot of clever, timely moves.
And Jason and he probably could’ve waxed on
about the battery business for hours – so I jumped
us back to the Charger days.

Dave Brown was a great bloke, wasn’t he? That’s
what I’ve now heard many times...
BC:
Yes, he was a good bloke.
You can tell Bill still really respects his old boss.
DH:
Even though he was a yank, he actually became
an aussie didn’t he?
BC:
Yes...
DH:
And he retired here, hey. He actually retired in
South Australia.
BC:
Stayed here.
Mal Holman still reveres Dave Brown too.
JR:
So they were transparent about it within the South
Australian hierarchy, the Australian business?
BC:
Yes. And we didn’t have to keep it under our hat
over there, either. They must’ve known about it.
DH:
But they were just so big they didn’t realise it was
going on? They didn’t really notice?
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DH:
I read somewhere that you said you did work on
the White Knight but said “it wasn’t my idea”.
Bill chuckles.
BC:
It wasn’t my idea.
Continuing to distance himself.
DH:
Was it AMC inspired? That’s the gist I got, about
that time…
In reference to the time around when Chrysler first
acquired American Motors to stitch up the Jeep.

Whereas for Bob, he was still sorta within the
Chrysler family...

JR:

BC:

Can I just double back on what the hell were you
spraypainting in the studio?

No, I don’t think she ever did –

BC:
To go over the claywork...

BC:

A ‘clay’ being a finished sculpted model of a car.

I dunno… He pauses.

...in the finish as a painted body, you’d use a
material called dinoc, which is a water-based
glue-type gladwrap. You’d spray whatever
colour you wanted. You could have a green car
one day, and if you were any good you could
re-dinoc it the next day and have a blue car. So
we’d spread the sheets on the wall.
We didn’t go stupid!

JR:

We all laugh.

This is for Chrysler?

DH:

BC:
Yeah – for Chrysler.
He’d come down to make a suggestion what
colour to paint the hubcaps – and all that sort
of thing.

And then Kevin Pedder down at Port Adelaide
took the car, and put power steering and
air-conditioning in it, so that my wife would
drive it.
JR :

So you’d have a clay...

We only had one distributor that looked after the
whole of Queensland, Austral Motors, and the
guy from Austral Motors seemed to have some
influence…

BC:

At the beginning of his fame, moreso than the
end of his fame...

Bill stops to think.

I don’t know what inspired that one. We had lots
of influence from various people.

No, of course not.
I pause.
So Bill, the sixty four dollar question then... the
question I just have to ask... we must know...

Did she drive it?

But Bob Hubbach did.
BC:
Bob came out for the 35th anniversary and we
drove it from Melbourne to Albury-Wadonga,
and drove it back all the way to Adelaide. From
then on it never went anywhere. Just sat in my
carport out there.
Bob Hubbach is still close friends with the Chinnicks
today. They often holiday together and regularly
speak each weekend on the phone. Bill is arranging
for us to talk to Bill soon.
DH:
Where is it now?
BC:
I sold it to my housecleaner… on the deal that if
they ever wanted to sell it they’d come back to
me. But they’ve never wanted to sell it. Probably
ten years ago now.
JR:

Did you ever own a Charger y’self?

So as far as you know they still have the car?

JR:

And if you did, what was it?

BC:

You mean, what would work for the Queensland
market in his opinion?

Bill’s eyes light up.

Yeah they still have it.

BC:

DH:

BC:

I bought a VJ Charger – put together for the 35th
anniversary at Chryslers on the Murray.

Well, they better...

I was at a meeting with Toyota in Sydney, when
my phone rang – most embarrassed in the
middle of a meeting...

They did join your club at some stage…

And it was a dealer at World Motors, I think they
were called – at Morwell, saying they had a
Charger there that had just been traded in.

Or the Restorers?

So pink was alright. Bill chuckles.
JR:
So you’ve mentioned a lot about Brian Smyth. And
you also said you worked with Bob Hubbach. What
was your division of roles there – how did that
work? How did you get along with Bob?
BC:
I got along alright.
He used to curse me for spraypainting in the
styling studio, because the paint was gonna give
him “white liver.” He laughs. But no, we got on
extremely well.

Been sitting in a barn for the last twenty years.
Lots of hayseeds in it but looked like no-one
had ever sat in it, I said “sold, mate!” $1500 or
something or other.
They said they’d ship it into Melbourne for me
and then get it across to Adelaide.

BC:
JR:
BC:
I don’t know which of the clubs they joined…
DH:
We’ll find it. We’ll find out about it.
So does anybody out there reading this, know of a
Copperhead VJ Charger XL?

DH:

JC:

JR:

He was quite a character I believe?

So 1500? Not 15,000?

So it’s a copperhead special colour?

Bill nods.

BC:

That would be lovely to see.

BC:

Yes, 1500...

BC:

Not that we had any choice. But we’d got to
know him pretty well prior to Charger.

Jason and I gasp.
BC:

Yeah it wasn’t a bad looking car. But it never got
driven.

Bob... as well as Hal Pilkey... and the other
stylists that had been out here at various stages
on the vehicles we’d been working on – VF VG,
utilities, station wagons...

And it was in sable grey at that stage.

JR:
I love the price. That was THE right price.

So still a strong influence from the US, outside of
the business –

So MEC Crash at Keswick, in Maple Avenue
Keswick, they took the car as a project car
for some of their boys to work on. Stripped it
right back to bare metal and resprayed it for
me. Bob Hubbach got me PPG’s okay to spray it
Copperhead, (from) the Copperhead car...

BC:

JR:

JR:

– from the International Studio.

The show car?

But he’d traded it in on something else... right.

JR:
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The International Studio was regarded as where
they sent everybody just prior to retirement or if
they’d done something wrong…

BC:
Well, certain people... had gone out there and
offered him 1700 for it (afterwards) and on a
matter of principle he wouldn’t sell it to them.
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JR:
You mean the hardtop – a fullscale hardtop?
BC:
Yeah...
So... it then had to go through a complete
redevelopment, with body engineering done here
in Australia, to reinforce it...
And we all thought, “that’s 3000 cars or
something!”
Bill shrugs.
...it was an ideal car for the US market – where
the roads are bigger and wider...
JR
– with concrete freeways.
BC:
Yeah... He smirks.
If you can put up with that ‘click click click click’
on the concrete freeway you were alright.
It just didn’t suit our conditions.
DH :
So you actually took a hardtop out to Tarcoola and
killed it?
BC:
As part of the road test…
DH :
And that was the beginning...
JR:
Broke up? Like... a real prototype – off pilot tools,
handbuilt?
BC:
Handbuilt.
DH:
So who came up with the idea to chop the bum
off then?
Why did you go for the shorter wheelbase?
Obviously there’s all these engineering reasons,
but why else?
BC:
Aesthetics more than anything else… if we
were gonna do a new vehicle we needed to do a
smaller one. Simple as that. The initial thing was
a smaller vehicle…
And the second part of the thing was where
were we gonna get the money from?

Obviously the oil crisis came in, and then there was
the muscle car scare – and that basically killed
off any potential… but the coupe had actually
usurped the hardtop as the new trend in shape,
so do you reckon the Charger could’ve gone on as
Chrysler’s, y’know, flagship car – a coupe?
BC:

When all the union influence up at Linwood (outside
Glasgow) basically killed that as a model.
BC:
Well, you can’t afford to have a strike every day...
for at least three to four hours...
And then go to work – albeit begrudgingly –
because you haven’t got your way…”

But the money was coming to an end – and we
were all just thinking about starting to look for
another job.

JR:
A lot of global factors happening at the time, that
spelt the demise of those biggest…
Bill you were saying that you also worked on other
vehicles as well?

DH:

BC:

I dunno. It was never thought of it as being a car
line. I guess it would’ve.

Wow.
Obviously it sold so well, did you ever imagine that
maybe it could save the company?
BC:
Along with the right decisions maybe it could’ve
saved the company – but I’m in no position to say.

We supported (once Chrysler Worldwide took
over) Rootes Group. We did most of the badge
engineering for it.
We did do one facelift for the Hillman Hunter –
the HE facelift.
Brian and I did another truck facelift too – the
D5N truck…

JR:

Which didn’t allow you much.

I guess there’d been a lot of money invested in
the VH program, but by that stage sales were not
as good in the bigger cars… for various global
factors.

To alter much.

BC:
Wrong car for the market at the time.
Lots of other things affected us. Y’know, we had
the Centura – which wasn’t a bad size vehicle
for the climate. But then the fact that we had the
packs sat on the wharf down there for five years
before we could build the car, and then it was
out of date by that stage. Europe had stopped
building them.
JR:
Oh, OK. So, what, surface rust on panels already
because they sat by the ocean, crated up?
BC:
Yeah...
A whole lot of circumstances – not necessarily
to do with the design of the car.

But they had some money in the budget because
we’d sold the cab. The panelwork was used by
International as well so we couldn’t change the
panelwork…
We could only change the plant-on panelwork.
We changed the grill area and the front parking
lamps, and things like that.
DH:
And I was reading before too, apparently you had
something to do with the White Knight, is that
correct?
BC:
I had plenty to do with most of them. Anything
that had stripes on it.
Starting with the VF Pacer, that was the first one.
When we first joined up – having bought a VF
Pacer myself. Had it painted in two-tone green.
Was a rare one.

DH:
Was that because of all the French embargoes and
stuff? Union protests?

I went to David Brown and asked could I get a
green one, he said “no, can’t do that for you…
but if you ask product planning to present to me
three different two-tone combinations as a taxi,
we’ll reject them all...”

BC:

“Make sure one of them you do is green”.

BC:
Other people came up with those answers.
It was a case of “if you come up with the right
vehicle, we’ll come up with right amount of the
money…”

Because they let off the bomb out in the Pacific,
the wharfies wouldn’t unload the packs for us.

This is how I don’t have to argue with everybody
about “how come Bill got a green one and
nobody else?”

JR:
So they still had the influence to actually find the
money, if they thought the idea was sound…

BC:

DH:
The bottom line, isn’t it? It’s always about that…

BC:
There was some money. Some tooling money
leftover...
DH:
Bill, if you’d known the Charger was going to be so
successful, what would you have done differently
in terms of styling?
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Do you reckon the hatchback could’ve worked?

DH:
So all that stuff was like, just sitting out there –
just rotting?
There were lots of things happening in that
same period. That spelt the demise of Chrysler
in Australia. As Chrysler Australia.
JR:
A similar story – if we can just digress for a second
– and you’re very much interested in Hillmans.
(You’ve got the Hillman Imp).
A similar story with that wasn’t it?

We all laugh.
JR:
Ah, so no-one else got a green one, because it
was “one of those prototypes we never used”?
BC:
Roy Rainsford bought the brown and alabaster
one. I bought the two-tone green one... and
I don’t know what happened to the red and white
one…
It looked just like a taxi…
But the White Knight, yeah I did work on that.
I worked on most of the other striped ones.
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South Aussie born and bred, Bill Chinnick was a Modeler and Stylist for Chrysler Australia between 1965 -1974. He is one of the
creatives responsible for the design and evolution of the mighty Valiant Charger.

About Me

Chinnick worked for CAL from the VE through to end of the Charger period. After the Charger, he did
badge engineering for the Rootes Group lines and for the D5N truck – which was also produced as
an International by licence. In 1974 he left CAL, following Mal Holman into a civil engineering firm for
a while, before going out on his own as a concrete supplier contracting for the Australian Government
and US Air Force in places like Woomera and Leigh Creek. He gave all that away to take up beef cattle
farming in the hills for a spell, before he finished up the latter part of his working life as an entrepreneur
importing battery testers and chargers.

As a kid I lived in a variety of locations before our family settled in Mitchell
Park during my high school years.
Living up the road from the Tonsley manufacturing plant during the
1970s meant we saw all the many different models being produced. The
security guards occasionally allowed us to ride our bikes in through the
back gate and out the front – so when we could, we went via the car
storage area. We also looked through the factory fence to watch cars
being loaded onto trains and semis.

Quite a humble soul with a very matter-of-fact disposition – yet possessing a cheeky sense of humour
– Bill is a remarkable man. He is very intelligent and well educated – but also very hands-on too, much
‘preferring the rewards of physical labour to more theoretical pursuits’. He actually started out to be a
mechanic but was told he was “too educated for that” so he was coerced into drafting at Leader Street
and later styling with Brian Smyth (one of Australia’s leading industrial designers, at CAL) who ran a few
automotive styling courses – handpicking Chinnick to become one of his clay sculptors at Tonsley Park.
Jason Rowley and I were lucky enough to enjoy an impromptu meeting with Bill and his lovely wife Kerry on the Sunday morning a week prior to the ACF
weekend, at their home in Upper Sturt. Where we casually talked about his time as a designer of Valiants – and in particular his vital role in the famous
Charger. This is a transcript of our conversation – as Bill remembers it.
Jason and I hadn’t devised any structure at all to
our interview.
Unfortunately Bill wasn’t going to be able to
make it in-person to our Meet N’ Greet at West
Adelaide Football Club on the following Friday
night. So, we simply set up a video camera
to record some snippets of him, to then
somehow hopefully combine into a lecture I was
planning to present on the genesis of the Charger
design, instead.
We confess we had NFI – we simply winged it.
After telling Bill about how I was writing
a book myself, about the ‘lost’ VH,
VJ and CH hardtop – I guess I lead most of the
questioning from that viewpoint. While Jason
reflected on his experiences as an electrical
engineer at GMH to chorus Bill’s thoughts.
However both of us don’t pretend to be experts
on the Charger, and much of our discussion
referred back to the Hey Charger! book by the
late Gary Bridger and Gavin Farmer as the most
commonplace authority. I also referenced the
excellent reportage of Mark Oastler and Street
Machine magazine.
I began with my perception of how the hippo’s
loss was the Charger’s success... and Bill
commiserated with my lament. But the Charger
certainly has emerged since as a design classic.
DH:
Do you think the Charger project had more effort
and sort-of ownership put into it than say the
hardtop, because it was an Australian invention?
Because you guys were you actually doing it here?
We hear this story of how it was all a big secret,
you know... ‘mission impossible’, done undercover
– and on the sly...
Were you trying to prove the yanks wrong?
BC:
No, the yanks still designed the Charger in
combination with Brian Smyth and myself… it
wasn’t a competition.
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DH:
So there was never any tension between the
Aussies and yanks.

JR:
It would’ve needed another four million dollars
worth of profit to pay for itself...

BC:
We wanted to do that project (the Charger) within
Australia so we had control of the money.

BC:
Besides, at that stage, the headquarters at Detroit
– the ones that funded all of our projects... they
were already in trouble. And virtually closing
down…

With innovative ideas (spoken about in the Hey
Charger! book). Some clever people like Jack
Harris and “Lollies” (Tom Campbell) who was
our tooling guy. We called him Lollies because
he spoke in hundreds and thousands. They could
give us instant answers…
And you’ll see on the Charger... the very expensive
drain mechanisms that manufacturers normally
put in to drain off water during a rainstorm...
Our supervisors came up with the idea just to
put a bit of water pipe that went straight out
through the floor… something the Americans
would never envisage.

DH :
They initially gave you 22 million for the whole
VH range, didn’t they? And then you guys what,
squirrelled away two million for the Charger?
BC:
We wouldn’t dare squirrel away any money… it
was all done legitimately.
Bill smirks.
DH :
Not casting any aspersions…
We all laugh.

JR:
They would have an engineer just for drainage
systems, out of tail channels – and things like that,
wouldn’t they?

BC:
But I s’pose the whole project was done without
anybody knowing. Detroit didn’t find out ‘til
afterwards.

BC:
Well we did – when I went over there to do the
hatchback version. They did that to us – and that’s
partly what killed the hatchback project… not
totally, but part of what killed it...

I had to wonder what would have been their
response. Would they have been pist? And maybe
if it might’ve even eventually cost David Brown
(possibly our greatest CEO) his job.

DH :
When you went over to the states in 1972 to work
on the Charger hatchback, but it never actually
came to fruition – what happened? Can you tell
us about that?
BC:
Mainly, the profit that had been made from the
Charger was roughly four million, and the tooling
costs for a hatchback came up to about four
million. You only gotta subtract one from the
other to see we had to be lucky enough to score
another brilliant design in the hatchback.

Hello, I’m Dennis Mitchell – born and raised in Adelaide.

I remember seeing a VG Pacer parked on Alawoona Avenue with its
bonnet up. It was fitted with a 383 big block and a 4 speed; obviously
a prototype that never made it to production. The factory worker (a test
driver) awaiting help, commented it was the heaviest steering of any car
he had ever driven.
(Lucky Kokorinos has spoken of this car too, as a purple Pacer owned
by an old Italian bloke years ago in the western suburbs – ed.)
I was a self-employed local truck driver all my working life. This gave
me the opportunity to learn a broad range of mechanical skills as I
maintained all my trucks over the years. It also gave me the opportunity
to walk through factories where I was delivering. Clipboard in hand, and
looking like I belonged, I was never told to leave. I got to walk down the
production lines and saw cars and engines.
I was blessed to have my Uncle Bill who was a bush mechanic in the
tiny town of Paruna. He eventually moved to Adelaide – and helped me,
my brothers and our cousins – who are all car guys. No problem was
ever too big and we learnt how to fault-find and fix issues which were
almost always of our own making. If we broke it, we fixed it.
Cars have been a family interest for three generations before and
including me; my grandpa was a Caltex Motor Oil sales rep in the 1920s
and my uncles all owned a variety of vehicles in my lifetime – including
Model T, A & B Fords.

About my cars
My first car was a Mk I Zephyr convertible; great for driving but not
so good for sunburn. My first Valiant was an AP6 wagon which had a
bench seat and column change. Other Valiants I have owned include
two VG Pacers, a VF VIP and a VG 770 two-door hardtop. Other cars
I’ve owned include a ‘63 Ford Falcon sedan, GTR XU1 (one of three in
my family at the same time) and a Ford Falcon XW GT.

I currently own a VG Regal hardtop, an E38 Six Pack and a Falcon XW
GTHO Phase II. I’ve owned my VG hardtop for just over a year, the E38
since 1984 and my GTHO since 1977.
Restoration on the E38 started in 2013. It was completely stripped down
and I learnt to MIG weld to do the extensive rust repairs. Other work I
undertook includes the wiring, front end repairs, Weber rebuild, various
mechanical repairs and interior refit. The Charger was painted in my
shed with the help of a friend.
My current project – the VG Regal hardtop – was found under a lean-to
which had to have a wall removed to get it out. It has needed everything
either gone through or replaced, and I am currently in the process of
rebuilding the motor.
In the late 1970s I participated in ‘A Street’ drags at AIR in my GTHO,
a class of drag racing where engines had to be stock in terms of
factory specs and equipment. Much tinkering was done and I learned
a lot about tuning to get the best out of a car. In the 1970s, two local
legends of motor building and tuning were Wally Tymczyszym and
Stan Keane. Both were generous with their time and knowledge
when I asked questions which enabled me to progress to building and
blueprinting engines.
My last VG Pacer which I owned in the 1980s was, like most Valiants,
unbreakable. Two mates owned identical cars at the same time and we
treated them as badly as each other. They were our ‘B’ cars and only cost
$500. Mine burnt so much oil it repeatedly ran dry and almost stopped,
the engine rattle no longer able to be drowned out by the stereo. A mate
ran his out of water until it literally stopped, refilling with cold water, hitting
the key and off he’d go. The other mate didn’t put a spanner on any of his
cars, the Pacer was no exception.

About the club
I enjoy being a member of the CCCSA, having joined in about 2015.
Dave H asked me “Who are your favourite people in the club?” which
of course is like asking have you got a favourite kid or car. I’ve made
some great friends since joining (you know who you are) but I will say
Di’s cakes and biscuits at the meetings are always a winner – so she’s
up there on my list!
Aside from cars, I don’t have any other hobbies that I pursue regularly
– although I enjoy travelling.
– Dennis

After all (from what I’ve read) he had been sent
downunder to actually wind operations down, but
instead he almost saved the company. And with
projects such as the Charger, it appears Brown
certainly kept CAL going for as long as he could.
JR:

So just how did the concept of the Charger, as a
sort of smaller lightweight coupe come about?
BC:
We handbuilt a coupe… a hardtop, and put it
out onto the road at Tarcoola... and broke its
back within one or two weeks.
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Dennis Mitchell
Photo of E38 kindly supplied by Bernie and captured by Ragsy
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Dennis Mitchell
Photo of E38 kindly supplied by Bernie and captured by Ragsy
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bear earth

genuine all rounder

IntervIew TRANSCRIpT

member proFIle

BIll CHInnIck

dennIs mItchell

South Aussie born and bred, Bill Chinnick was a Modeler and Stylist for Chrysler Australia between 1965 -1974. He is one of the
creatives responsible for the design and evolution of the mighty Valiant Charger.

About Me

Chinnick worked for CAL from the VE through to end of the Charger period. After the Charger, he did
badge engineering for the Rootes Group lines and for the D5N truck – which was also produced as
an International by licence. In 1974 he left CAL, following Mal Holman into a civil engineering firm for
a while, before going out on his own as a concrete supplier contracting for the Australian Government
and US Air Force in places like Woomera and Leigh Creek. He gave all that away to take up beef cattle
farming in the hills for a spell, before he finished up the latter part of his working life as an entrepreneur
importing battery testers and chargers.

As a kid I lived in a variety of locations before our family settled in Mitchell
Park during my high school years.
Living up the road from the Tonsley manufacturing plant during the
1970s meant we saw all the many different models being produced. The
security guards occasionally allowed us to ride our bikes in through the
back gate and out the front – so when we could, we went via the car
storage area. We also looked through the factory fence to watch cars
being loaded onto trains and semis.

Quite a humble soul with a very matter-of-fact disposition – yet possessing a cheeky sense of humour
– Bill is a remarkable man. He is very intelligent and well educated – but also very hands-on too, much
‘preferring the rewards of physical labour to more theoretical pursuits’. He actually started out to be a
mechanic but was told he was “too educated for that” so he was coerced into drafting at Leader Street
and later styling with Brian Smyth (one of Australia’s leading industrial designers, at CAL) who ran a few
automotive styling courses – handpicking Chinnick to become one of his clay sculptors at Tonsley Park.
Jason Rowley and I were lucky enough to enjoy an impromptu meeting with Bill and his lovely wife Kerry on the Sunday morning a week prior to the ACF
weekend, at their home in Upper Sturt. Where we casually talked about his time as a designer of Valiants – and in particular his vital role in the famous
Charger. This is a transcript of our conversation – as Bill remembers it.
Jason and I hadn’t devised any structure at all to
our interview.
Unfortunately Bill wasn’t going to be able to
make it in-person to our Meet N’ Greet at West
Adelaide Football Club on the following Friday
night. So, we simply set up a video camera
to record some snippets of him, to then
somehow hopefully combine into a lecture I was
planning to present on the genesis of the Charger
design, instead.
We confess we had NFI – we simply winged it.
After telling Bill about how I was writing
a book myself, about the ‘lost’ VH,
VJ and CH hardtop – I guess I lead most of the
questioning from that viewpoint. While Jason
reflected on his experiences as an electrical
engineer at GMH to chorus Bill’s thoughts.
However both of us don’t pretend to be experts
on the Charger, and much of our discussion
referred back to the Hey Charger! book by the
late Gary Bridger and Gavin Farmer as the most
commonplace authority. I also referenced the
excellent reportage of Mark Oastler and Street
Machine magazine.
I began with my perception of how the hippo’s
loss was the Charger’s success... and Bill
commiserated with my lament. But the Charger
certainly has emerged since as a design classic.
DH:
Do you think the Charger project had more effort
and sort-of ownership put into it than say the
hardtop, because it was an Australian invention?
Because you guys were you actually doing it here?
We hear this story of how it was all a big secret,
you know... ‘mission impossible’, done undercover
– and on the sly...
Were you trying to prove the yanks wrong?
BC:
No, the yanks still designed the Charger in
combination with Brian Smyth and myself… it
wasn’t a competition.
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DH:
So there was never any tension between the
Aussies and yanks.

JR:
It would’ve needed another four million dollars
worth of profit to pay for itself...

BC:
We wanted to do that project (the Charger) within
Australia so we had control of the money.

BC:
Besides, at that stage, the headquarters at Detroit
– the ones that funded all of our projects... they
were already in trouble. And virtually closing
down…

With innovative ideas (spoken about in the Hey
Charger! book). Some clever people like Jack
Harris and “Lollies” (Tom Campbell) who was
our tooling guy. We called him Lollies because
he spoke in hundreds and thousands. They could
give us instant answers…
And you’ll see on the Charger... the very expensive
drain mechanisms that manufacturers normally
put in to drain off water during a rainstorm...
Our supervisors came up with the idea just to
put a bit of water pipe that went straight out
through the floor… something the Americans
would never envisage.

DH :
They initially gave you 22 million for the whole
VH range, didn’t they? And then you guys what,
squirrelled away two million for the Charger?
BC:
We wouldn’t dare squirrel away any money… it
was all done legitimately.
Bill smirks.
DH :
Not casting any aspersions…
We all laugh.

JR:
They would have an engineer just for drainage
systems, out of tail channels – and things like that,
wouldn’t they?

BC:
But I s’pose the whole project was done without
anybody knowing. Detroit didn’t find out ‘til
afterwards.

BC:
Well we did – when I went over there to do the
hatchback version. They did that to us – and that’s
partly what killed the hatchback project… not
totally, but part of what killed it...

I had to wonder what would have been their
response. Would they have been pist? And maybe
if it might’ve even eventually cost David Brown
(possibly our greatest CEO) his job.

DH :
When you went over to the states in 1972 to work
on the Charger hatchback, but it never actually
came to fruition – what happened? Can you tell
us about that?
BC:
Mainly, the profit that had been made from the
Charger was roughly four million, and the tooling
costs for a hatchback came up to about four
million. You only gotta subtract one from the
other to see we had to be lucky enough to score
another brilliant design in the hatchback.

Hello, I’m Dennis Mitchell – born and raised in Adelaide.

I remember seeing a VG Pacer parked on Alawoona Avenue with its
bonnet up. It was fitted with a 383 big block and a 4 speed; obviously
a prototype that never made it to production. The factory worker (a test
driver) awaiting help, commented it was the heaviest steering of any car
he had ever driven.
(Lucky Kokorinos has spoken of this car too, as a purple Pacer owned
by an old Italian bloke years ago in the western suburbs – ed.)
I was a self-employed local truck driver all my working life. This gave
me the opportunity to learn a broad range of mechanical skills as I
maintained all my trucks over the years. It also gave me the opportunity
to walk through factories where I was delivering. Clipboard in hand, and
looking like I belonged, I was never told to leave. I got to walk down the
production lines and saw cars and engines.
I was blessed to have my Uncle Bill who was a bush mechanic in the
tiny town of Paruna. He eventually moved to Adelaide – and helped me,
my brothers and our cousins – who are all car guys. No problem was
ever too big and we learnt how to fault-find and fix issues which were
almost always of our own making. If we broke it, we fixed it.
Cars have been a family interest for three generations before and
including me; my grandpa was a Caltex Motor Oil sales rep in the 1920s
and my uncles all owned a variety of vehicles in my lifetime – including
Model T, A & B Fords.

About my cars
My first car was a Mk I Zephyr convertible; great for driving but not
so good for sunburn. My first Valiant was an AP6 wagon which had a
bench seat and column change. Other Valiants I have owned include
two VG Pacers, a VF VIP and a VG 770 two-door hardtop. Other cars
I’ve owned include a ‘63 Ford Falcon sedan, GTR XU1 (one of three in
my family at the same time) and a Ford Falcon XW GT.

I currently own a VG Regal hardtop, an E38 Six Pack and a Falcon XW
GTHO Phase II. I’ve owned my VG hardtop for just over a year, the E38
since 1984 and my GTHO since 1977.
Restoration on the E38 started in 2013. It was completely stripped down
and I learnt to MIG weld to do the extensive rust repairs. Other work I
undertook includes the wiring, front end repairs, Weber rebuild, various
mechanical repairs and interior refit. The Charger was painted in my
shed with the help of a friend.
My current project – the VG Regal hardtop – was found under a lean-to
which had to have a wall removed to get it out. It has needed everything
either gone through or replaced, and I am currently in the process of
rebuilding the motor.
In the late 1970s I participated in ‘A Street’ drags at AIR in my GTHO,
a class of drag racing where engines had to be stock in terms of
factory specs and equipment. Much tinkering was done and I learned
a lot about tuning to get the best out of a car. In the 1970s, two local
legends of motor building and tuning were Wally Tymczyszym and
Stan Keane. Both were generous with their time and knowledge
when I asked questions which enabled me to progress to building and
blueprinting engines.
My last VG Pacer which I owned in the 1980s was, like most Valiants,
unbreakable. Two mates owned identical cars at the same time and we
treated them as badly as each other. They were our ‘B’ cars and only cost
$500. Mine burnt so much oil it repeatedly ran dry and almost stopped,
the engine rattle no longer able to be drowned out by the stereo. A mate
ran his out of water until it literally stopped, refilling with cold water, hitting
the key and off he’d go. The other mate didn’t put a spanner on any of his
cars, the Pacer was no exception.

About the club
I enjoy being a member of the CCCSA, having joined in about 2015.
Dave H asked me “Who are your favourite people in the club?” which
of course is like asking have you got a favourite kid or car. I’ve made
some great friends since joining (you know who you are) but I will say
Di’s cakes and biscuits at the meetings are always a winner – so she’s
up there on my list!
Aside from cars, I don’t have any other hobbies that I pursue regularly
– although I enjoy travelling.
– Dennis

After all (from what I’ve read) he had been sent
downunder to actually wind operations down, but
instead he almost saved the company. And with
projects such as the Charger, it appears Brown
certainly kept CAL going for as long as he could.
JR:

So just how did the concept of the Charger, as a
sort of smaller lightweight coupe come about?
BC:
We handbuilt a coupe… a hardtop, and put it
out onto the road at Tarcoola... and broke its
back within one or two weeks.
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JR:
You mean the hardtop – a fullscale hardtop?
BC:
Yeah...
So... it then had to go through a complete
redevelopment, with body engineering done here
in Australia, to reinforce it...
And we all thought, “that’s 3000 cars or
something!”
Bill shrugs.
...it was an ideal car for the US market – where
the roads are bigger and wider...
JR
– with concrete freeways.
BC:
Yeah... He smirks.
If you can put up with that ‘click click click click’
on the concrete freeway you were alright.
It just didn’t suit our conditions.
DH :
So you actually took a hardtop out to Tarcoola and
killed it?
BC:
As part of the road test…
DH :
And that was the beginning...
JR:
Broke up? Like... a real prototype – off pilot tools,
handbuilt?
BC:
Handbuilt.
DH:
So who came up with the idea to chop the bum
off then?
Why did you go for the shorter wheelbase?
Obviously there’s all these engineering reasons,
but why else?
BC:
Aesthetics more than anything else… if we
were gonna do a new vehicle we needed to do a
smaller one. Simple as that. The initial thing was
a smaller vehicle…
And the second part of the thing was where
were we gonna get the money from?

Obviously the oil crisis came in, and then there was
the muscle car scare – and that basically killed
off any potential… but the coupe had actually
usurped the hardtop as the new trend in shape,
so do you reckon the Charger could’ve gone on as
Chrysler’s, y’know, flagship car – a coupe?
BC:

When all the union influence up at Linwood (outside
Glasgow) basically killed that as a model.
BC:
Well, you can’t afford to have a strike every day...
for at least three to four hours...
And then go to work – albeit begrudgingly –
because you haven’t got your way…”

But the money was coming to an end – and we
were all just thinking about starting to look for
another job.

JR:
A lot of global factors happening at the time, that
spelt the demise of those biggest…
Bill you were saying that you also worked on other
vehicles as well?

DH:

BC:

I dunno. It was never thought of it as being a car
line. I guess it would’ve.

Wow.
Obviously it sold so well, did you ever imagine that
maybe it could save the company?
BC:
Along with the right decisions maybe it could’ve
saved the company – but I’m in no position to say.

We supported (once Chrysler Worldwide took
over) Rootes Group. We did most of the badge
engineering for it.
We did do one facelift for the Hillman Hunter –
the HE facelift.
Brian and I did another truck facelift too – the
D5N truck…

JR:

Which didn’t allow you much.

I guess there’d been a lot of money invested in
the VH program, but by that stage sales were not
as good in the bigger cars… for various global
factors.

To alter much.

BC:
Wrong car for the market at the time.
Lots of other things affected us. Y’know, we had
the Centura – which wasn’t a bad size vehicle
for the climate. But then the fact that we had the
packs sat on the wharf down there for five years
before we could build the car, and then it was
out of date by that stage. Europe had stopped
building them.
JR:
Oh, OK. So, what, surface rust on panels already
because they sat by the ocean, crated up?
BC:
Yeah...
A whole lot of circumstances – not necessarily
to do with the design of the car.

But they had some money in the budget because
we’d sold the cab. The panelwork was used by
International as well so we couldn’t change the
panelwork…
We could only change the plant-on panelwork.
We changed the grill area and the front parking
lamps, and things like that.
DH:
And I was reading before too, apparently you had
something to do with the White Knight, is that
correct?
BC:
I had plenty to do with most of them. Anything
that had stripes on it.
Starting with the VF Pacer, that was the first one.
When we first joined up – having bought a VF
Pacer myself. Had it painted in two-tone green.
Was a rare one.

DH:
Was that because of all the French embargoes and
stuff? Union protests?

I went to David Brown and asked could I get a
green one, he said “no, can’t do that for you…
but if you ask product planning to present to me
three different two-tone combinations as a taxi,
we’ll reject them all...”

BC:

“Make sure one of them you do is green”.

BC:
Other people came up with those answers.
It was a case of “if you come up with the right
vehicle, we’ll come up with right amount of the
money…”

Because they let off the bomb out in the Pacific,
the wharfies wouldn’t unload the packs for us.

This is how I don’t have to argue with everybody
about “how come Bill got a green one and
nobody else?”

JR:
So they still had the influence to actually find the
money, if they thought the idea was sound…

BC:

DH:
The bottom line, isn’t it? It’s always about that…

BC:
There was some money. Some tooling money
leftover...
DH:
Bill, if you’d known the Charger was going to be so
successful, what would you have done differently
in terms of styling?
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Do you reckon the hatchback could’ve worked?

DH:
So all that stuff was like, just sitting out there –
just rotting?
There were lots of things happening in that
same period. That spelt the demise of Chrysler
in Australia. As Chrysler Australia.
JR:
A similar story – if we can just digress for a second
– and you’re very much interested in Hillmans.
(You’ve got the Hillman Imp).
A similar story with that wasn’t it?

We all laugh.
JR:
Ah, so no-one else got a green one, because it
was “one of those prototypes we never used”?
BC:
Roy Rainsford bought the brown and alabaster
one. I bought the two-tone green one... and
I don’t know what happened to the red and white
one…
It looked just like a taxi…
But the White Knight, yeah I did work on that.
I worked on most of the other striped ones.
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DH:
I read somewhere that you said you did work on
the White Knight but said “it wasn’t my idea”.
Bill chuckles.
BC:
It wasn’t my idea.
Continuing to distance himself.
DH:
Was it AMC inspired? That’s the gist I got, about
that time…
In reference to the time around when Chrysler first
acquired American Motors to stitch up the Jeep.

Whereas for Bob, he was still sorta within the
Chrysler family...

JR:

BC:

Can I just double back on what the hell were you
spraypainting in the studio?

No, I don’t think she ever did –

BC:
To go over the claywork...

BC:

A ‘clay’ being a finished sculpted model of a car.

I dunno… He pauses.

...in the finish as a painted body, you’d use a
material called dinoc, which is a water-based
glue-type gladwrap. You’d spray whatever
colour you wanted. You could have a green car
one day, and if you were any good you could
re-dinoc it the next day and have a blue car. So
we’d spread the sheets on the wall.
We didn’t go stupid!

JR:

We all laugh.

This is for Chrysler?

DH:

BC:
Yeah – for Chrysler.
He’d come down to make a suggestion what
colour to paint the hubcaps – and all that sort
of thing.

And then Kevin Pedder down at Port Adelaide
took the car, and put power steering and
air-conditioning in it, so that my wife would
drive it.
JR :

So you’d have a clay...

We only had one distributor that looked after the
whole of Queensland, Austral Motors, and the
guy from Austral Motors seemed to have some
influence…

BC:

At the beginning of his fame, moreso than the
end of his fame...

Bill stops to think.

I don’t know what inspired that one. We had lots
of influence from various people.

No, of course not.
I pause.
So Bill, the sixty four dollar question then... the
question I just have to ask... we must know...

Did she drive it?

But Bob Hubbach did.
BC:
Bob came out for the 35th anniversary and we
drove it from Melbourne to Albury-Wadonga,
and drove it back all the way to Adelaide. From
then on it never went anywhere. Just sat in my
carport out there.
Bob Hubbach is still close friends with the Chinnicks
today. They often holiday together and regularly
speak each weekend on the phone. Bill is arranging
for us to talk to Bill soon.
DH:
Where is it now?
BC:
I sold it to my housecleaner… on the deal that if
they ever wanted to sell it they’d come back to
me. But they’ve never wanted to sell it. Probably
ten years ago now.
JR:

Did you ever own a Charger y’self?

So as far as you know they still have the car?

JR:

And if you did, what was it?

BC:

You mean, what would work for the Queensland
market in his opinion?

Bill’s eyes light up.

Yeah they still have it.

BC:

DH:

BC:

I bought a VJ Charger – put together for the 35th
anniversary at Chryslers on the Murray.

Well, they better...

I was at a meeting with Toyota in Sydney, when
my phone rang – most embarrassed in the
middle of a meeting...

They did join your club at some stage…

And it was a dealer at World Motors, I think they
were called – at Morwell, saying they had a
Charger there that had just been traded in.

Or the Restorers?

So pink was alright. Bill chuckles.
JR:
So you’ve mentioned a lot about Brian Smyth. And
you also said you worked with Bob Hubbach. What
was your division of roles there – how did that
work? How did you get along with Bob?
BC:
I got along alright.
He used to curse me for spraypainting in the
styling studio, because the paint was gonna give
him “white liver.” He laughs. But no, we got on
extremely well.

Been sitting in a barn for the last twenty years.
Lots of hayseeds in it but looked like no-one
had ever sat in it, I said “sold, mate!” $1500 or
something or other.
They said they’d ship it into Melbourne for me
and then get it across to Adelaide.

BC:
JR:
BC:
I don’t know which of the clubs they joined…
DH:
We’ll find it. We’ll find out about it.
So does anybody out there reading this, know of a
Copperhead VJ Charger XL?

DH:

JC:

JR:

He was quite a character I believe?

So 1500? Not 15,000?

So it’s a copperhead special colour?

Bill nods.

BC:

That would be lovely to see.

BC:

Yes, 1500...

BC:

Not that we had any choice. But we’d got to
know him pretty well prior to Charger.

Jason and I gasp.
BC:

Yeah it wasn’t a bad looking car. But it never got
driven.

Bob... as well as Hal Pilkey... and the other
stylists that had been out here at various stages
on the vehicles we’d been working on – VF VG,
utilities, station wagons...

And it was in sable grey at that stage.

JR:
I love the price. That was THE right price.

So still a strong influence from the US, outside of
the business –

So MEC Crash at Keswick, in Maple Avenue
Keswick, they took the car as a project car
for some of their boys to work on. Stripped it
right back to bare metal and resprayed it for
me. Bob Hubbach got me PPG’s okay to spray it
Copperhead, (from) the Copperhead car...

BC:

JR:

JR:

– from the International Studio.

The show car?

But he’d traded it in on something else... right.

JR:
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The International Studio was regarded as where
they sent everybody just prior to retirement or if
they’d done something wrong…

BC:
Well, certain people... had gone out there and
offered him 1700 for it (afterwards) and on a
matter of principle he wouldn’t sell it to them.
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So, just to cycle back to Bob Hubbach again, you
were gonna tell us about some of the other stuff
that he worked on?
And you’re still in touch with him on a regular basis...
BC:
Yeah I phoned Bob yesterday actually. If we
could figure out how to do a Zoom he’ll do it. Or
if you wanna just talk to him on the phone. I’ve
warned him you may contact him.
JR:
And he’s OK with that?
BC:
Yep.
Bob has little to no interest (in cars) much like
myself these days. I’ve only got one interest, in
one Hillman Imp, left.
Bill then showed us some edition prints of Hubbach
drawings of the Viper, 300C and Dodge Charger.
He apologised that his copies of the Valiant Charger
drawings were all with his kids.
It was also fascinating to hear Bill’s descriptives of
some rare scale models he had – of the E38 and
E55, as well as the Prowler and Atlantic concepts.
We then returned to yakking.
DH:
Mate, what can you tell us about Dean Bond and
Tom Campbell?
BC:
Tom Campbell was the tooling bloke...
DH:
Ah, the famous “Lollies”...
BC:
Dean Bond was good.
He and I, along with Kerry, went over (to the USA)
for six months... and our 50 year old son – who
was then twelve months old…
Bondy and I did the latter half of ‘72. And then
Bondy went back in ‘73 with Denis Nicole,
a body engineer.
So there was Peter Taylor, he was head of Body
Engineering, Malcolm Holman was 2IC, and then
Dean Bond ran the draftsmen.

DH:

How did you get involved in batteries and battery
charging (because that’s an area closer to my
experience – being electrical)?

Going back to the Charger, back at Tonsley Park...

How did you make that jump?
Originally you were going to be a mechanic, and
then you ended up being a draftsmen and suddenly
you’re running a battery charging business.
DH:
Mechanic, clay sculptor, dairy farmer, battery man...
BC:

I worked him for two or three years at Reynella
Sand and Metal... in civil engineering, before I
moved along.

BC:

DH:

Bill then explained how set up a civil engineering
business, initially based near Victor Harbor. His
first major tender was refurbishing the Port Elliott
Caravan Park before he began regularly contracting
up at Woomera. Eventually he and his wife moved
to Woomera full-time, as Kerry accepted an
accountancy position with the US Air Force up there.

So you and Brian set up... you were doing your
sculpting here at Tonsley Park basically, like,
undercover. Is that correct?

They spent a number of years up there.

BC:

BC:

Oh no, it was well known here.

Raced an Austin 7 in those days...

We didn’t realise it was quite as secretive as it
was from the very top US management, right.

DH:
So there’s a bit of hoon in you, obviously. A bit of
revhead?
Bill continues.

JR:
Was it really a skunkworks? Or was it well known
within the South Australian hierarchy here?

But Dave Brown was always up front about it, as
our managing director, and we regarded him as
probably equal to Elwood Engel.

BC:

So it wasn’t really that ‘top secret’ after all. As many
texts have led us to believe...

So I went and did civil engineering until I was
fifty years old. And because of my back I couldn’t
do it anymore...

DH:

Doing major contracts around Woomera...
Had my own concrete plant, trucks, backhoes
and stuff…
At 50 years of age I decided I had to do
something else that didn’t involve physicality.
My kids used to say to me “why are we working
out here on the coalfield, pouring concrete?”
My son used to say to me, “– you went to
university, dad.”

So at 50 I decided I’d do something else. I’d seen
in a car magazine battery terminals with a grease
nipple on them, and I thought “that looks alright.”

BC:
He actually came from the paint shop at
Richards Industries!

Was that just because it had to be done closer to
the end of the line. Like, why wasn’t the Charger
thought of back in America?

Including a couple of years farming cattle on a
property near Clarendon.

JR:

JR:
Earlier... late fifties.

So you had a limited amount of time to actually
create the Charger, was that why you worked on
the clay models here at Tonsley Park?

We didn’t want anyone to know about it. And we
wanted to control how the money was spent.

Yeah. (But he’d reply) ...but I enjoy this much more
than any university – as far as I’m concerned...

DH:
He started well back in the sixties –

I wanted to ask you...

Lots of things in between there guys...

Eventually Bondy took over at Mitsubishi.
Holman had left. His brother-in-law owned what
was Reynella Sand and Metal – which was a
used car yard on the corner of Sherriffs and
Main South Road at Lonsdale...
So (after the Charger) he went off to do that, did he?
Oh wow... because he was in early product
development for the S Series and stuff, wasn’t he?
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JR:

We did some major contracts for the Australian
Government at Leigh Creek, and the Americans
at Woomera.

So Bill became an entrepreneur.
After doing some research and visiting military
applications firsthand in the US, he scrupulously
purchased some lathes from Litchfield Industries
when it closed down, and put them to work. And
before too long, Bill had secured an agency
distributorship for US battery testers and battery
trickle chargers for all of Oz.
Bill has made a lot of clever, timely moves.
And Jason and he probably could’ve waxed on
about the battery business for hours – so I jumped
us back to the Charger days.

Dave Brown was a great bloke, wasn’t he? That’s
what I’ve now heard many times...
BC:
Yes, he was a good bloke.
You can tell Bill still really respects his old boss.
DH:
Even though he was a yank, he actually became
an aussie didn’t he?
BC:
Yes...
DH:
And he retired here, hey. He actually retired in
South Australia.
BC:
Stayed here.
Mal Holman still reveres Dave Brown too.
JR:
So they were transparent about it within the South
Australian hierarchy, the Australian business?
BC:
Yes. And we didn’t have to keep it under our hat
over there, either. They must’ve known about it.
DH:
But they were just so big they didn’t realise it was
going on? They didn’t really notice?
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BC:

Bill arcs up.

Yeah that’s it. Well, typical Americans. Typical
Trumpites. Y’know, only interested in what
they’re doing…

BC:

JR:
There was probably a “29 program” – with a
bodystyle 29... They would’ve been aware of a
“29 program”.
But it was low budget, and as long as someone
was looking after it, that’s probably all they cared
about.
DH:
Because the other thing I’ve heard too... that not
many people even saw the hardtop when it was
being shaped. Or the sedan or the wagon.
Is that correct as well?
That it wasn’t common knowledge either... or is
that wrong?

JR (laughs):
In a nice way…
BC:
It’s not your car!
“Well we’ve got one that’s exactly the same”.
I found a slide of it – parked right outside
General Motors...
(And you’ll see this in the Hey Charger book).
JR:
So you were in an Aussie Charger – was this
pre-release... before it was released, just on
development work over there or –?

BC:

BC:
No, after it was released.
We drove it around as our car.

No, it was well aware of, doing all the drafting
here…

DH:
In the states?

DH:
Some people have actually told me that when
workers first saw the hardtop come down the line
they said “oh, geez that’s a bit ugly – a bit big and
bulky”. Is that true? In your experience?

BC:
A red 770...

BC:
I don’t think so – I’m not aware of that, but they
might’ve. They could’ve. Probably did…
JR:
New products, certainly with my experience at GM,
new product was always a well-guarded secret.
BC:
Yeah, whereas in the states it wasn’t.
Jason reiterates how Chrysler’s International
projects probably really didn’t garner a high profile.
JR:
Right – it wasn’t a big deal…
BC:
I mean, part of the story you might’ve heard...
Bondy and I one Saturday morning wanted to go
to Pontiac, GM’s test track.
We were on a corner of the test track, where
a fairly deep gully came up a hill, and turned
hard left. And it had a surrounding fence around
it. There was a roadway outside, so we parked
on the corner, both standing on the bonnet,
watching a Ford Falcon and a... what’s that
funny car you guys used to have? (looking at
Jason) – a Monaro, coming up the hill followed
by a Charger.
Bondy and I got tackled by security coming along
on the outside of the road. We’d been reported...
standing at the chain mesh fence... looking over
the fence.
And there we were, outside in an Aussie Charger.
We had a 770. They came up and thought it was
their car. And then said to both of us “hey, what
are you doing out here with this car?”
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I said “what’s it got to do with you? Huh?”

DH:
So they saw you on the corner, you were standing
on the bonnet of the car...
BC:
And these two security guys came roaring up
there on the side road, and wanted to know
what we were doing outside in their car!
We informed them it wasn’t their car!
We knew exactly... this car belonged to Chrysler.
The security guards were quite bemused. Bill
digresses for a second as he recalls the car.
That car ended up getting an oxy torch put
through it, as we hadn’t paid duty on it.
Deliberately.
Bill resumes recounting. Then they said “we
get off shift at eleven, come round to the front
gate and we’ll give you an escorted tour of the
place!” Which they did. So a few beers and a VIP
guided inspection later...
JR:
So the kicker was you were driving essentially an
identical car to the one they actually had as an
evaluation vehicle...
BC:
Yes!
He chuckles.
Bill then elaborated upon how he and Dean Bond
drove that Charger 770 everywhere, all around the
US. And recalled how it drew quite a lot of attention
and curiosity wherever they went, especially being
right-hand drive. One afternoon they even opened
it right up – out on an open highway somewhere in
the deep south, attracting the scrutiny of a police
helicopter for quite some time and many miles.
Fanging it, a couple of counties later, they were
finally pulled over by a local sheriff.

Nervously expecting the wrath of a Buford T.
Justice and possibly getting lynched – instead the
copper let them off, when he discovered they were
aussies in some exotic prototype.
In fact, all this good ol’ boy really wanted to know
was what the hell was this strange car, check out
what was under the hood (he couldn’t believe “this
rocket” was powered by a six with triple carbies)
and then were they ever going to be able to get
them in America!
JR:
Well, it’s just a pity that at that stage, the Charger’s
dynamics and styling never influenced any of the
GM stuff.
Jason expands.
Because they were woeful by comparison to
the GM stuff in the seventies. It wasn’t until the
Germans got involved with Hannenberger, with
the Commodore and RTS, that they actually made
them handle.
And they were still awful in the states... we hired a
Malibu back in ‘99 and it was still just a refrigerator
on marshmallows… it was just terrible!
BC:
We weren’t much better.
(Referring to the next release of the VJ)
We went back... and asked the yanks to redo
the steering of our car... because I used to
remember my Valiant would always go along the
road and then jump sideways, if there was any
bump in the road...
And that was curable right from the beginning –
but the yanks wouldn’t spend any money to do
it for us, yet they’d done all their suspensions...
DH:
So the Americans were very self interested?
Even though they were expanding the empire all
over the world... bought out Rootes Group, had
stuff going on in South America, and South Africa...
They were quite scabby with their money on
international programs. Any idea why?
Just the way it is? It was just capitalism?
JR:
Bill may not say it that way...
We all laughed.
BC:
You gotta realise we were always number three
– and we were trying to be in every market that
GM was in...
And that limits the amount of capital you got.
Just like today. Exactly the same.
DH:
It’s very interesting, hey. Your wife Kerry said
something to me when I was waiting out the front.
She said “it’s funny, but you’ll still see Valiant
utes and the occasional wagon getting around...
Tradesmen are still driving around Valiant utes
and using them as work cars – you don’t see old
Holdens being used as work cars”.
BC:
No. They haven’t survived.
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DH:

So it was always definitely deliberate.

I dunno. Even though we might’ve been number
three... I think in terms of classic car collectors,
we’ve (and certainly I’m speaking from a hippo
perspective here) – I know hardtops, even though
they were a massive flop, they’ve a cult following
now – and they’re just as lucrative as a Charger...

You had the station wagon roof sort of back to
about there...
He points to the window line.

BC:
(Proudly) Well, there weren’t that many built, but
it’s just a matter that most of them have been
made to survive...

You’d take a station wagon roof... press it as a
station wagon roof and then reoperate it –
JR:
Restrike the trim again –

And they did do a good job of strengthening it up
– when we did do it. Once we’d been to the states
we understood.

BC:

The roads over there were built for that length
of vehicle.

We’d do a front fender, we’d probably have a two
stage die for that. We’d have to punch all our
holes, punch our blank, do the whole lot.

DH:
Not here though…

We also invested in a lot more bracing in the
panelwork.

BC:
No. We didn’t have those sort of roads. We
haven’t really got them now.

JR:
I guess the alternative was, as you said, you take
the window line further back – but then it wouldn’t
have the rollover strength because there’s not
enough metalwork there.
Or if you’d actually just extended it all the way
forward as a single panel, it would’ve looked
pretty thick and not so elegant – so you had to
have some kind of detail there to make it look
y’know, neat...
And as Bill said, if you want variations for different
models, the ideal way is to have some sort of
insert panel that you can either trim up, or paint,
or black out, or two-tone it.

JR:
Everything was wider, bigger turning circles,
bigger spaces in carparks.
DH:
I’m really glad that you’ve told me that Bill,
because that seems to be the unicorn I’ve been
searching for. Because I’m looking for a reason
why the hardtop flopped.
I point to the B pillar on one of his model Chargers.
What happened there?
Is that a fake rear quarter vent?
Was that put there to cover a join or something?
Is that right?
Where they cut the hardtop shape?
Was there ever gonna be a purpose for it?
JR:
Because it’s a pressed, diecast insert in the base
models, whereas in the 770 it’s a padded vinyl
section...
BC:
We had to have a panel in there... an inner panel
for rollover protection, or whatever – I don’t
remember the (crash safety regulations) rules at
that point.
So you had to have panelwork there...
What would you have liked done?
He points to the back of the B pillar.
Take the glass right back there?
DH:
I dunno. I’m not a Charger aficionado.
There’s an impression it was put there as a
cheaper way to cover a bulkhead or something...
Rather than redo the whole thing, they came up
with this idea – basically like a patch?
Is that correct, or is that a myth?
BC:
Well, we could have a number of variations with
it that way… that was the plan. Just part of the
styling. Just like everything else.
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I can’t remember how the panelling went – it’s
too long ago now.

You know where you gotta do a separate die.

BC:
We wanted it to look good.
DH:
I reckon that’s a classic example of Australian
makedo, anyway.
It probably would’ve been cheaper and more
cost-effective too, anyway – to cover that bulkhead
like that. It’s great.
JR:
It would’ve been a pretty slim panel if it didn’t have
an internal brace.
BC:
A very slim panel...
You need to talk to Holman or somebody like
that...
DH:
Mal did tell me about the problems with the
hardtop (because all of my questions were about
the hardtop) with the B pillar – and how they had
to reinforce it.
Because the big door sagged (and we all know how
Valiant doors sag) they had to box in and reinforce
the bulkheads inside the doorwells, and stuff – to
sustain that length of door because they only had
the one B pillar...
And again they went back to the Americans and saw
what they were doing in the American cars – and
apparently the American cars were quite flimsy –
BC:
Yeah...
Whereas our standards were a bit more stricter.

Bill wanted us to tell the AWCC that he wore his 50th anniversary
tee shirt especially for the occasion this morning.

JR:
Side and back end collisions – so they had to be
reinforced.
BC:
Mal and Lollies did do a pretty good job of that...
Bill is now quite tired, so we call an end to the
interview. But as we finish up...
DH:
So mate, what do you think now of all of us
weirdos getting’ around lovin’ Valiants?
BC:
I think its fantastic.
DH:
Do you know how grateful we are to you for what
you have done?
BC:
Yeah, I do. He smiles.
We begin to pack up the prints and clear the table.
DH:
Do you actually understand how revered you are?
Bill scoffs.
JR:
We are in the presence of divinity.
DH:
Yeah, I was so nervous about coming today. Like
you are one of the people that created the cars
we love...
JR:
I am sitting here with a god.
We all laugh out loud.
Bill has had enough. And as he gets up he
mutters...
BC:
Settle down guys...
It was just my job at the time.
Jesus, they only paid me $35 a day!
We all laugh out loud.
Thanks again to Bill and Kerry
– Dave H
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bear earth
lecture TRANSCRIpT

TALL" paul caIn
Eighteen months ago the late Ian Traeger asked Paul Cain if he would have something to talk about at the CCCSA’s 2020 Adelaide
Chrysler Festival (an event that never actually happened in the end) celebrating the 50 year anniversary of the Hemi and the
Pacer… Well this year, the club invited him back again. And this time we were finally able to enjoy his entertaining presentation.
“I was there.” He begins his lecture, showing a picture of his younger self wearing a vintage Chrysler
sprayjacket at Lonsdale, with long hair and a beard. “There I am!”
“That’s me –” he laughs, “I was there in the early ‘70s...”
Paul Cain was at Tonsley Park in 1970 when the Hemi first came out, as well as at Lonsdale during the mid ‘70s
working in the emissions lab with the Centura – “.... but that’s a long story. Don’t wanna go there… too hard.”
“I don’t have a classic Chrysler car like many of you do…” he apologises, “but I did own a VE Valiant once
before – until a drunk driver totalled it one day when it was parked out the front of my house. And later I bought
a Chrysler Galant…”
Paul then briefly digresses. During his apprenticeship he actually ‘wrote’ the workshop manual for the GB
Galant. “They put me on a ‘special project’ for eight or nine months in the Service Division. I had to take the
Japanese translation (which was about as good an English as you can well imagine back in those days) and
compile it all up into Australian English. Change all the components – like the alternator, and so forth – and
Australianise it from the Japanese…”
To complete his introduction, Paul then projects a slide of a print of the 1972 E49 Charger by Fred Briggs he
has hanging over his bed. He muses that his wife now sleeps in another room – confessing he doesn’t know if it’s
because of the painting. “But my era was the VG Valiant and the Hemi engine...”
Paul started at CAL in 1970 as an apprentice motor
mechanic. He recalls 112 apprentices started that
year, which he thinks was one of the most ever
in recruitment numbers. He and six others were
unique though as they were sent to Lonsdale.
Two were to be motor mechanics – the other was
Ian Traeger’s older brother Kim, although Paul
didn’t really know Ian until much later, when Ian
was about 19. At this time, when Paul and Kim
became mates at work as seventeen-year-olds,
Ian was still just a little tacker.
“Apprentices back then… what they did was
shove you in a training centre for three months
– unless you were a fitter, then you had to be
in there for 12 months – and you learnt how to
hacksaw things, and file things, and drill holes
in things… how to use handtools and all that
junk. And then they finally let you loose – out
into the wide world…”
Initially, Paul applied to become an electrical
fitter but he was given a vacancy as a motor
mechanic instead, eventually finally ending up in
the Engine Development section. “Three months
of filing bloody steel blocks…” he sighs. “I
suppose it would give you a good grounding in
handtools …but I was a bit bored because my
dad did all that with me years before, at home.”
“I actually applied at CAL to be an electrical
fitter because I already knew a bit about cars.
Dad was always tinkering with cars, and we
always had old cars and engines which we
used to play with as kids… so I thought, well I’d
do a different trade…”
The HR rep quizzed him about this, and then
after his interview Paul was given an apology
that they were no longer hiring electrical fitters
– but CAL wanted to offer him a position as a
motor mechanic instead.
“So that’s where I went”.
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Paul continues, “…after three months training
they moved you through mechanical areas all
over the place. The first place I went was on the
Engine Assembly line. When the brand new Hemi
was just going down the line. It was awesome!”
They were still building Slant Sixes on a side line
for parts and accessories – long and short motors.
“…but, look at this Hemi thing! This is cool!”

they didn’t have too many posts down at Lonsdale
yet, so after nine months there they shifted me to
Tonsley for a little while. A short stint in Service,
a good stint in Experimental Engineering. I spent
the third year of my apprenticeship in the Service
Division working in the Technical Publications
section. And then back to Lonsdale where I spent
all of my fourth year in Engine Development.”

Apprentices were never immediately assigned to
any one station or task on a production line, but
they were permitted to have a sample experience
of them all. “I could just do one engine… follow
it down the line – and get each different person
to teach me all about how these engines went
together in the assembly process. So I used to
follow an engine down, and then go back to
the beginning to follow another one down. And
another, and so on. Every now and then, there’d
be a V8 coming down – and I’d go ‘ooh, I think
I’ll do THAT one!’” Paul reflects upon how good a
way to learn all about Chrysler engines that was.

Paul then presented a series of slides showing
the building and expansion of Lonsdale over the
years in sequence. “In about 1975, I bought
a house up on a hill at Sheidow Park – and
from my front window I could see Chryslers…
didn’t really cheer me up too much, to see work
from home…”

“The Hot Test facility too – that was fun! Where
they actually started the engines. I always
enjoyed that part of it. Yeah, you’d get to rev
the shit out of them… and if the boss wasn’t
around we’d pop the little exhaust off so you’d
get straight out exhaust – and things like that…
that’s what happens, y’know?” Total petrolhead!
After three months there, “they moved me
into really the only other mechanical areas
for mechanics – ‘Engine Development’; the
dynamometer section, and ‘Engine Build’; the
experimental engine building section. That was
where all the interesting stuff happened and
I was fortunate over my years to spend a lot of
time in there...”
“Meantime I got shuffled around, spent nine
months I think there (normally you were meant to
spend only three months in every department) but

Starting at 1967, he pointed out the emergence
of the machine shop and foundry, however the
dyno section was not there yet (in the bottom
corner) along Sheriffs Road. Although CAL did
have one small concrete building containing
one dyno to start with, where they began to do
endurance testing and quality audit testing of
motors once they’d come off the line.
Then from February 1969 a whole new dyno
room had been established – housing seven
dynamometers and a fuel flow test room “where
they could put carburettors on, to test-flow them
and change jets.. and stuff like that”. Then by
the 1980s the dyno room had grown even more
along the entire southern border, with the first
Emissions Test Room and the second Emissons
Test Room now fully operational.
Paul began to detail the dyno facility at it greatest
extent, during the bulk of his time there.
“There were seven dynos in there, five were
what they called waterbrake dynos – kinda like a
big fan inside water, and you could vary the pitch
of the blades beneath, and thus the amount of
the water to put a load on the engine. They were

I do commend the spectators, entrants,
and our watchful Covid Marshalls for
using the Covid check-ins around the
oval, keeping their 1.5m spacings!
We once eliminated Gaza as a site,
due to the lack of fences. Now, thanks
to our awesome sponsors and the
great work by Paul Williams to engage
them, our annual festival can be open
– and free for everyone. So, please
support your sponsors listed on your
ACD poster or in the club magazine,
and use their services.

The self-organising ACF team
I started ACD like many, as a
spectator, back at the first Daw Park

ACD in 1990. My first entry was in ‘94
at Camden – at that time I had a VG
770 hardtop with a 360.
My involvement only started when
I joined the club in ’96; at that stage
ACD seemed to be run by three to four
people, working damn hard. Over ten
years, members’ involvement grew to
20-25 on the day, although most of
the planning was still by Adrian, Roy,
Colin and Kirstin, and myself.
Now the organising committee has
grown to 12, give or take. Each team
member knows their role’s importance
and they do it well. With over three
days of events we now involve about
30-35 volunteers.

The organisation has matured such
that the coordinator’s role is checking
things are on track and rostering
volunteers across the event. We now
have a festival model that relies on
good teamwork for success, and we
are not limited by the same venue.

Why not, I get bored with the same
thing year-on-year!
The one thing that hasn’t changed
much is my role on the team (other
than 2018’s chart-topping Return to
Tonsley, capably organised by Iain
while I was working in the NT).

We recently held the Volunteers &
Sponsors Thankyou Lunch at the
Tonsley Hotel, and have now started
planning meetings for ACF 2022.

And again I find increasing demands
at work, so now there is no better time
to re-assess the committee structure.
Seek out new team members and do
something different again? Bring some
new ideas to the front. Hell, I may even
find time to do my next project!

Since ACD2001 I have encouraged
gradual growth, changes in themes,
venues and committee membership.

All the best to you all – and drive your
Mopar like you stole it!
– Jason

So, where to from here ?
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used for endurance testing and quality audits.
The other two dynos had electric brakes – they
were used more for development.”
He remarked how the fuel flow testing room
in there was actually quite an intimidating –
and dangerous – place. “In there, petrol was
vaporising through a carby and then exhausting
off out to the atmosphere. That room had giant
bomb doors in the roof – in case anything went
off. They used to have a little shelf just outside
the door as you went in, where you had to
remember to leave your cigarettes and lighter.
Just in case you might accidentally light up in
the room behind!”
“Eventually some bright chemist came up with
a different fluid that was non-flammable but
had the same properties as petrol, so we could
run the carbies in there much safer. It was quite
a sigh of relief, because I always used to look up
at those bomb doors and say – geez…”
The walls of the dyno cell were not parallel, to
stop noise reverberating around. Every wall
was at a different angle, from the back wall to
the front wall, and they were lined with what
Paul called “pegboards”. Masonite sheets with
uniform patterns of holes, packed with insulation
behind them. He described the dyno cell door as
nine inches thick, and so big and heavy that it
had to have a wheel to hold up its weight. It had
to be so massive to keep the noise inside the
room because “...an engine at 4000 revs can
make a helluva noise!”

Having Chargers kicking off the cruise
for 50th Anniversary was only natural,
it made a spectacular sight. Lots of
good photos taken.
Luke had planned a high profile route
via the foothills of Blackwood and
Belair – down into Adelaide toward
sunset. A good crowd waited at Windy
Point lookout to watch the convoy
pass. There were plenty of meal
options at Northpark, or across the
road. Kept most people happy. I really
enjoyed my laksa from the Wok place!
I always see different cars from those
at the start – a highlight for me was an
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Sunday show – the first at Gaza
What can I say? The club was fortunate
to work with the helpful Gaza sports
club, and once again Port Adelaide
Enfield Council as our major sponsor
– and venue owner. I was advised
we couldn’t secure Hart’s Mill at the
port back on January 11 – due to a
COVID-19 testing station being set up
there. So I looked at Gaza as a venue

on January 12. By chance, club officials
were on-hand and happy to discuss
the prospect. Somehow, it all came
together in nine weeks! Thanks to the
huge efforts by both teams.
The venue looked great and the
Chargers across the clubrooms
were inspiring. The CRCSA set
up a wonderful display with picnic
atmosphere amongst the trees at the
south end. The adjacent southern goal
square held ten or so wild US Mopars.
There were Ram trucks new and
old, a Centura or two, and one Imp
GT. Thanks also to Frank and Joe
Bergamin for bringing their Fast
& Furious Dodge and four friends.

Livening up the MoParking Area after
heading to another show that morning.
The view back across to the foothills,
as the sun flipped in and out of the
clouds was superb – and I believe it
must be one of the neatest community
ovals in Adelaide.
There was a great feel on the day,
traders did really well, Moparking was
busy as ever. We counted 237 cars
on the oval at 1pm and estimate over
100 cars short-stopped in MoParking.
A total of 340 cars, including 53
Chargers counted made for one of our
best ever show turnouts.
All this coming out of the pandemic!

During the latter of part of Paul’s apprenticeship
and once he was made permanent there, he
would swap with Kim between the dyno and
engine build every few weeks. “We looked after
all the audit engines.”
The dynos ran 24 hours a day five days a week.
So these audit motors would be running all the
time. “We had to do two motors a day – ten
Hemis and one V8 a week.”
He adds, “– the V8s actually weren’t all that
good, because they were a pain in the ass to
pull apart. Big, heavy things. But y’know, that’s
how it went.”
“As you know there was a variety of engines.
The 245, the 265 and later on the 215. Then
there was a single-barrel and a double-barrel,
and the four-barrel – and every other bloody
barrel. Eventually we got into the sixpacks!”

Were they reckless? “The six cylinders didn’t rev
that high, really – did they? Compared to some
engines these days, but even so walking into a
dyno cell with an engine running at 4000 was a
bit of a challenge…”

“The paint colours were all there too – the reds,
the blues and the oranges, the different rocker
cover colours. It was really quite a nightmare –
and I can see why eventually the cost-saving guys
came over and said ‘right, all blue!’ Including all
the rocker covers – and everything else.”

Paul continues to walk us through an imaginary
tour. “Also associated with the dyno facility,
was the engine build development area in
the corner of the factory…” He elaborates,
“Y’see sometimes on TV… raceteams – that
have these beautifully airconditioned and
spotless dust-free engine build rooms” like
laboratories. But with Lonsdale he concedes,
“…nah – nah, not quite like that.”
‘old yella’ Plymouth Business coupe
hot rod with a Gen 1 Hemi. Really
different – and ol’ skool.
As the cruise finished close to home,
we sneaked off at dark to recharge
before Sunday.

“And we did other things, like check the torque
of all the bolts on the outside of the engine
before we started. And then when those
engines had finished their run, they’d go over to
the engine development area and get torn down
and laid out. Everything would be measured. All
the torques of all the bolts would be checked
before it was pulled apart.”

But Paul quips about how gung-ho they were. “If
we ever needed to go in there for something,
we’d just open the door and went in. OH&S would
never let you do that these days, if the engine
was kicking away at 4000 or whatever revs.”

What? Pass me the earplugs, man!

too steady herself – I wondered who
was driving?

He jumped back to the dynos. “They were for
endurance and audit runs. And then there was
the testing stuff. When I was first there as an
apprentice one of my jobs was to look after
what they called the ‘quality audit’ engines.
Two engines everyday were taken from the
production line and put on the dyno to run
through a cycle over ten hours, starting from low
revs – y’know 1500, up to a wide open throttle.
Don’t quote me but I think that was 4000 revs
at the time. And it progressed through...”

Paul was at Lonsdale when Stirling Moss
visited during the famous VG Pacer advertising
campaign. “I remember when they laid out a
giant drawing of a hemispherical combustion
chamber, a schematic, on top of the concrete
pad between the machine shop and the foundry.

All the employees had gathered around and they
had a cherry picker with a camera on it while
Stirling Moss was walking around pointing out
things inside the engine – and telling what it
really meant…”
He nods. “Good promotional thing they did…”
“I often went back to Tonsley too. I used to love
seeing the cars go through the washes and the
paint dip. Quite often as an apprentice you got
sent down the line or over to Tonsley to get
stuff, like an air cleaner or a filter, whatever” he
continues, “and that was cool when you were
sent down there because you could go and
look at all this stuff. See how these cars got put
together. Where the body dropped down on top
of the chassis. I always loved doing that.”
“The Hemi Pacer was just so appealing wasn’t
it? Back in those days. And the colours they
came up with…” rattling off their exotic and
creative descriptive names like Hot Mustard,
Little Hood Riding Red, and Bondi Bleach White.
Of course “...there were so many others.”
During his apprenticeship, Paul spent a couple of
months at Tonsley in Experimental Engineering
working on the Mules behind the scenes of the
VH29 Program. “My job was to convert them
back into ordinary normal utes. But with very
short trays. I had to take out all the lead weights
that made them a Charger weight.” Wow!
“So yeah, one of my claims to fame is that I
got to fiddle with the development buck for
the Charger.” Robert Hurley (who is currently
restoring these historic utes) would probably
love to talk to this guy.
Paul also was involved in the invention of the
sixpack of course. “A sixpack was put into a VG
Pacer and sent to Italy, I think it was with John
Ellis. A Darcy Blue one. I envied that guy taking
it off to Italy to the Webber factory to get the
carbies sorted out. A lot of development work of
the carbies was done on our dynos...”
And of course he was there for the famous
glowing manifold photo. “I’d like to put some
myths to bed here. That engine has its throttle
shut. The photographer was chicken. He
wouldn’t go into the dyno cell with the engine
running full noise, which you would’ve had to do
to get the pipes glowing like that. So he rigged
up his camera with a cable, so he could press it

It was just a corner of the factory, with sheets
of roof decking to the walls, and a backwall with
louvre windows that would open to the outside
– all on a bare concrete floor. “This was where
we built the experimental engines… and then
race engines, in time. That was just how it was
in those days.”
“All the guys wore grey dust coats – except
us apprentices, we had to wear overalls which
was a bit embarrassing. Grey dust coats, collar
and tie, usually a white shirt – they’re building
bloody engines for chrissake! But the white
shirt, tie on… that was just normal.” In fact,
Paul was quite proud once he eventually got his
trade ticket because then he could finally wear
a white shirt and a tie. But,“…didn’t last long!”
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without jolting, without moving it. But he wouldn’t go in there – in the
dyno, with us. We had to slam the throttle shut and open the door so
he could run in – and he did that a couple times (to achieve the timeexposure) until he got the photo he wanted.”
So if you happen to have one of these famous pics, have a close look at the
linkages, of the throttle, and you’ll see that they are shut. “And incidentally,
the normal cast iron manifolds also glowed red, but of course they weren’t
as spectacular as that!” Proudly, Paul loves that image – and he still has a
very large reproduction of it taking pride of place in his shed.
“You really do get the shit jobs when you’re an apprentice...” Paul was
an assistant with the building of sixpack race motors. “My job was to FIND
BALANCED PARTS; so we’d go down the production line to get boxes
and boxes of pistons and sit there and measure them and weigh them. It
would get to a point where we had, for example, six perfect pistons – all
exactly the same weight, exactly the right size... and they can go there...”
to put aside. And you could say,“They’re ready.”
“And we had to get blocks with exactly the same size bores. Some of you
will be familiar with the grading they used to put in bores; ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’ and
so on. Slightly different variations; it was only a few tenths of a thou’ in the
bore sizes – but what we wanted was ones that were identical.”
“I also had the job of measuring the volumes of the combustion chambers
in the cylinder head. We had to lay a head flat on the bench and we used
kerosene. First of all you’d pull all the valves out, put a smear of grease
on them so it didn’t leak, put the head upside down and use a sorta
measuring device to drop in kero until it came up to like a bridge with
a pointer on it... as soon as the kero hit that, you had to turn the tap off
and this thing measured it (don’t quote me, 150mls or whatever it was).”
“Again, we were looking for cylinder heads that had six exact same
volume combustion chambers – when you found them you’d put them
aside too.”
“And then someone else would be looking at the ports in there – you
weren’t allowed any polishing or de-porting in those days – they had to
be pure production engines.”
“But what you were allowed to do was handpick the conrods. So
you’d go down there and get conrods that weighed the same. But
not only weighed the same, weighed the same at all the little ends
and weighed the same at all the big ends – that was the hard part.”
Sounds like finicky exhausting work!
“You might get one that weighed so much, but what about at each end?
They’d tell me that once you’d put all these components together, those
engines would rev a lot higher and put out more power just because they
finally had well-balanced parts.” Talk about fussy.
“About the only thing you could send out was the crankshaft – to get that
really well balanced, better than production tolerances.”
Fascinating.
When the sixpack was being tested in the dyno cell for endurance –
potentially for Bathurst, CAL devised a meticulous but gruelling routine of
acceleration and deceleration for these motors to go through.

“Dynos don’t normally have gearboxes, so they wangled a gearbox
system into it, and then they’d be running 24 hours a day. The problem
with that was back in those days race cars has straight out exhausts – so
we had 4-inch exhaust pipes going straight out the louvre windows of the
dyno cell towards the factory. That was the first problem, they (the factory
workers) all whinged...” (about the noise as well as the fumes).
“But later on in the night the residents of O’Sullivan’s Beach would then
complain (about the noise), so what happened was that they built a
sandbag wall out from the dyno cell, right up high – to make the sound
go UP.”
And then ALL the complaints stopped.
“There was an engineer who came out from America (I cant for the
life of me remember his name, sorry) but he was very big on the extra
production – and the first builds of the Hemi engine. When he was
going to go back to America, he said to us ‘the one thing I don’t know is
how high can this engine rev?’”
Paul smirks as he warms up for his next yarn. “Well, y’know we’d seen
them on the dyno kicking over nicely at whatever it was... four and a half...
5000 I reckon was the redline in those days. So anyway, it was decided
we could take an old endurance engine that was due to be scrapped, and
we’d build it up and put it on the dyno cell. See how high it would rev!”
He leads us in. “Now my name’s Paul – and I think then I was a fourth year
apprentice... and apprentices get the shit jobs, don’t they? Yes.”
“So we’re all standing around in the dynocell... I dunno if you’ve ever come
across what’s inside a dyno cell, but you run a lot of things at wide open
throttle and you vary the revs with the load.”
And continues,“– so we’ve got this engine running wide open throttle, and
just back off the load to increase the revs... and the other thing we did of
course was to put the exhaust pipes straight out the side ‘cos we could, and
opened all the outside doors so we could hear it. But not the inside doors,
because that would’ve been deafening, and apart from that we knew it was
going to blow up. We didn’t want it coming out through the dyno cell door!”
Paul becomes animated. “Anyway so sure enough, up it went, up it went,
up it went – and if my memory serves me correct it got to 7000 revs! Before
it just went ‘– pfft’.” He pauses for dramatic effect.
“Literally. It just went ‘pfft’ – and stopped.”
In the audience we’re riveted.
“The whole dyno cell went white with smoke. They had a dry powder
extinguisher system in there that went off. There was a bit of clattering
and banging, we could hear through the door. But the noise from outside
was literally just that ‘– pfft’.”
“Stopped.”
Excited, Paul interjects.“That was very COOL.”
“And the engineer? Well, he was as pleased as anything.”
“Paul? Clean it up!”
We all laugh.
“So my first job was to get the engine off the dyno and put it on the stand.
It had chucked a rod of course, which had literally torn both sides out of
the block, and the sump out. So first of all I had to get the engine out,
and then I had to clean up all this horrible dry chemical stuff which is like
sand, isn’t it. In amongst all the oil that’s blown in there as well. There’s
the first coupla hours – cleaning up!”
Curse you bloody high-roller execs.
“I’ll now go and pull the engine apart to see what had happened. So I took
it over and put it on one of those nice stands that you rotate. Went to take
the cylinder head off and then realised ‘I can’t do that, it’s gonna fall in
half’ – and sure enough…”
“So I had to put it on the bench. And when I took the head off, the block
just literally went ‘doonk’, in two halves. It had broken the cam. Ripped the
block and even the head face apart.” Paul’s forensics weren’t surprising
with the devastation.
“But it did go to 7000 revs...” He was impressed.
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“I have a good friend, Kym Hockley (some of
you may know him) and he’s been racing a
Centura with a sixpack engine in it for years. His
offsider Ian does also, and those guys regularly
run them at 7000 revs.”

He gestures towards the picture.

“Mind you they’re very finely balanced, these
days...” Paul cautions.

He snickers.

“I had the privilege of driving one of these cars
at Mallala one day – and it scared the living
daylights out of me!” He pauses to reflect. “I
remember when the Hemi came out, the E49
sixpack was the most powerful production
six-cylinder in the world.”
He repeated it was no wonder how “a worked
over version would’ve scared the pants off me!”
He continues. “In my travels through the engine
development section, we did lots of different
things with the two-barrel carbies and the
four-barrel carbies...”
“There was some alloy manifolds cast – that
never made it to an engine, were never machined.
There were even some that were made to take
two two-barrel carbies for a Hemi, but they never
got machined up...”
“And there was another pair, that had a third
loop – that would’ve put a third down-draft
two-barrel (like the old Carter two-barrel) in
there – they were made for that. They never went
anywhere either, but someone must have had a
brainchild to try that once...”
Paul’s enthusiasm is like that of a mad scientist.
“What did make it onto the dyno was a
fuel-injected version of the Hemi – it had the old
Bosch mechanical injection. Again I don’t think
it went anywhere because it wasn’t cost viable
– and I think lost it’s appeal…” He elaborates,
“...this was around the time that the sixpack
with the Webbers was being developed...”
“And that spent quite a lot of time on one of
the development dynos, as they messed with
what was called the ‘pillars’ – the fuel flow
regulating devices. And that had (if you can
imagine) a very nice set of six inlet stacks, with
six throttle blades working away in there, as the
mechanical fuel injection pump sat underneath
the distributor. Again, it was nice to play with –
but it never went anywhere.”

“And I (very sneakily)... took a polaroid of it...
when I was wheeling it back from the dyno to the
engine development section. I don’t know why
– but I did!”
Continuing on about the Hemi four, “...it never
made it into a car. It had silent shafts –
remember them from the Astron motor? Silent
shafts put in along the bottom of the crankshaft,
one either side of the bearing mounts, to try
and smooth it out, as even on the dyno it was
obvious that it vibrated like crazy...”
“We couldn’t get any decent power out of it.
So as a last ditch effort we chucked a couple
of Webbers on it, chopped up some sixpack
extractors into four, got them on it. And then we
got the power somewhere where it need to be
for a four cylinder car – to go into like a Charger,
or something like that...” The mind boggles, hey.
“Incidentally, a Charger did get a Centura four
cylinder put into it.” But the Simca design from
France simply wasn’t able to cut it either.“Again,
after a quick drive around the block by the
management team...” he sighs, “...oh, this thing
is so underpowered.”

This bloke has probably forgotten more than
what most of us will ever even learn about
this subject. But he humbly apologises that he
somehow forgot to bring one more other thing
along tonight.
Frustrated that he didn’t take a snap of it for us,
Paul offers us one last kernel of wisdom.
“At home in my shed, I’ve got up on the wall a
big map of the Bathurst track. Notated in 1969,
written down the bottom it reads ‘the gears and
speeds used in a Pacer, 5th of October 1969,
driven by Graham Ryan’.”
He continues, “...with a 323 axle in it, and a threespeed obviously – so it shows what speeds he
was doing in what gears around the track. Down
Conrod the maximum he got to was 114mph at
top gear. What’s that –183kmh?”
“Boy, haven’t we come a long way.”
Paul shrugs and chuckles.
“I went back to Mount Panorama in 1997 with a
production Magna, and we were doing 245kmh
– with a factory three-litre, after we snipped the
wire on the speed limiter!”
We all laugh.
Yes, things have certainly moved on.

Paul starts to wind up what has been a fascinating
seminar. He looks to scat a couple of final last riffs.

Paul finished up his presentation with some final
Q&A time.

He projects an image of the Hemi 245 prototype
up at the National Motor Museum and quizzes
the room.

Peter Karapetis asked about the glowing
manifold again. And then remarked how
everytime when he went back to visit Lonsdale
in recent years, there was still a lead smell – long
after they demolished the dyno building.

“I saw this engine up at Birdwood many years
ago. What’s wrong with this thing?”
Cue some audience participation.
“Yes! The distributor is in the wrong location. “
Give that man a prize.
“The early one was going to have the distributor
and the oil pump driven off the same gear
on the camshaft, but there was some kind of
harmonic thing that was happening in between
the camshaft, the oil pump and the distributor;
and they couldn’t get a nice steady spark set
up. They were getting what they called a ‘spark
scatter’ so they ended up separating them, and
putting them each on their own gears. So then
you ended up with the distributor at the back, like
its meant to be...”

Paul responded how there was always a lot of
burning and smoke around.“Well, these motors
had an exhaust pipe that went straight to the
ground, and it was connected with a piece of
rubber hose. So you couldn’t just leave that
there, it would melt. So we had a big water
injection system. And the first thing you had to
had do was turn the water on so you’d get this
spray around the exhaust, and went through
this rubber hose. But if you forgot to turn the
tap on before you started the engine, it didn’t
take long before you had a fire!”
Love it!
Thanks very much, Paul. Great to meet you.
– Dave H

You can definitely hear the creativity, the dream
of invention, in his words.

So Anthony decided to experiment and create it for himself, and after a good
deal of effort, working on angle, exposure, processing, and finishing, he
worked out how to do it.
Two years later, when he finally photographed the same model vehicle as on
the cover of the magazine, Anthony relooked at the original image and finally
read the article, only to discover the car in the magazine actually had a clear
fibre glass bonnet and wasn’t photoshopped at all.
If you would like your car misted, Anthony does like a Sunday morning coffee.
You can invite Anthony to a meet through Cars around Adelaide on Facebook,
or there are email links on www.carsaroundadelaide.com.

“Just like (I’m sure many of you have come
across) the four cylinder Hemi.” Paul points to a
picture of the prototype motor.“The one and only.”
“I was there when we did that. I can claim... to
have worked on the rocker cover, the side plate
and the sump.”
“...I was an apprentice... getting bits off the
line, and putting them through a bandsaw to
shorten them. Meantime there were other guys
sawing up blocks, sawing about a half an inch
off the front of the block, to be able to screw it
on to where they’d cut the others off... Special
crankshafts and camshafts were made.”
“It was very heavy and it was very underpowered.
Based on a 215 Hemi...”
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race for the record

off ya guts race team

john eckermann
Remember the Malachi Brothers from the TV show Happy Days? Two eccentric street hoods and con-artists who followed demolition
derbies around the USA, using underhanded means to win the contests, such as the “Malachi Crunch.” And how the Count and Rocco (with
a pirate jolly-roger death’s head on the doors) terrorised Fonzie’s princess at the time, the glamorous Pinky Tuscadero in her pink Chevy?
Or maybe you owned a Smash-Up Derby toy set as a kid? In 1970, Kenner launched one of the coolest, most destructible ideas to
date! Basically the set consisted of two plastic cars with parts that clipped into place (wheels, bonnets, bumpers, etc.). The cars were
powered with a rip-cord action mono-wheel system that generated heaps of revs. Kids squared off opposite one another with a car in
hand, shooting them toward one another and CRASH... and parts would go flying. Ramps came with the boxed sets which really added
to the fun. Kenner issued several boxed versions that came with two vehicles. In addition, you could buy ripcords and individual cars
separately under the SSP line.
Segue to our very own resident tin-man (“– no, he doesn’t have any more Charger or hardtop parts to scrap...”) and all-round top
bloke. The pride of Korunye.
A la Clark Kent, club icon John Eckermann leads a secret second life not
many of us would know about. By day he’s a mild-mannered maintenance fitter
in a glass bottle factory (ironically) and cocky, but at night he werewolfs into a
champion demolition derby driver, a beast – as one of the infamous OFF YA
GUTS Race Team (a motley crew of assorted cut-throats, genius misfits and
drunken blaggards). Only joking!

For the common good.

But it is the usual familiar story, countless late nights in the shed with mates
stripping back and tweaking cars over a few beers. Only this time the purpose
has a twist. It’s all for destruction! Off Ya Guts are a group of friends who love
to kill cars anyway possible as loud and as hard as they can. And their motto is:
“Giving them one last chance to scream for their badge!”

One of the most fascinating things is how each of the competitors decorate their
car, many of them as characters from pop culture. You’ll see funky batmobiles,
police cars, taxis and all sorts of other creative takes and expressions of personality
adorning these doomed shitboxes. They have quite a sense of humour!

But seriously, for the past few years John has found himself either crewing
for his good mates or competing himself in a few novelty events at various
speedway meets, but most notably the Demolition Derby World Record
Attempt at Murray Bridge Speedway – with proceeds going to charity.
It takes a helluva lot of time, money and commitment to prep a junker for a
demo derby. Along with a certain amount of courage, stupidity and skill (in
equal measures) to drive one. But most of all John reckons it’s just so much
fun – an absolute blast.
And before any of us purists get upset about folks mindlessly trashing a classic
car – as God knows how hard it is to find Valiant parts nowadays, John assures
us those days are long gone. The philosophy has certainly changed with time
as has the values. Derbies today concentrate on those more disposable ricers
that should be eliminated. Shopping trolleys that deserve to be wiped from our
collective memory.
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The original quest at Murray Bridge saw a target of 123 cars, with the record
at the time held by the kiwis. The record campaign kicked off with 79 cars in
2018, followed by a tremendously close effort in 2019 with 113 – only to see the
Canadians eclipse the NZ mark in 2019 lifting the aussies’ new target to 126!

John’s first entry in 2019 was the DARK OZ Miniceptor (proudly supported
by Darren Koziol and his comics), a Ford Festiva as piloted by our very own
“Johnny the Boy” Eckermann in Mad Max payout livery.
And of course, 2020 saw Covid-19 rob this crazy army of darkness of any
chance of breaking the record... so how did they go in 2021?
Well this time John entered an old Laser he dressed up as Greased Lightning
from the movie Grease, with major sponsor our own Lesley Little from Little
Gem Photography – while Andy Radloff was John’s ‘pit crew’. The little
Laser held up well, as John said “it gave as well as it got”. But unfortunately
it popped a driver’s side CV joint after a decent shunt to the strut, and broke a
steering link to put John out of the race about two laps in.
Unfortunately, the event fell a mere two cars short from the record. John reckons
they would have got there but three or four didn’t make it out of the pits. Bugger!
Well there’s always next year, John. And we’ll keep you posted.
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CARS AROUND ADELAIDE
Cars around Adelaide has grown from a photographer’s passion for classic
cars. Back in 2008 before Facebook made it the norm, Anthony decided a
good way to share his images from the various car shows, was to create a
website gallery.
So he created www.carsaroundadelaide.com, for viewing and an associated
Redbubble printshop, to sell the images in print.
The misted bonnet effect that Anthony has been working on over the last
few years began when he saw a car on the cover of a magazine with a clear
bonnet. Anthony thought it was a great photoshopped effect as it showed
the lines of the bonnet and the engine, it reflected how many owners
described their cars.
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classic carlectables
gold coast car museum, australIa

the east coast's newest motor museum
Check out the amazing Gold Coast Car Museum, which I was lucky enough to experience with my brother-in-law in the new year – before
I had to suddenly cut my holiday short for a mad dash to get back over the state border in time for yet another bloody closure...
Queensland is one of my favourite places and right now in Covid-19 Oz, it’s
about as exotic as I could ever be grateful for. But at least I scored a week there.
So just after xmas 2020, early one Sunday morning we shot up the beautiful
hills in the Rock’s Falcon XR8 Sprint (one of the last supercars – and a scary
weapon, indeed) from his native Beaudesert to Upper Coomera; for a squiz
at two brothers’ private collection at the famous old mushroom farm in the
highlands. It wasn’t a bad start to the new year at all, actually... lux cruising in
a 400kW supercharged 5.0 litre V8 for some eye-candy galore.
The brand new Gold Coast Motor Museum is no ordinary motor museum.
There’s sentimentality behind the displays – and it’s not all wrapped up in the
historics. Siblings Carl and Grant Amor devoted themselves to building the
impressive space as a tribute to their father.
And they are good blokes – I spoke with them at the counter for quite a while,
and as interstate visitors were a novelty, I got to tell them all about the CCCSA.
“My brother and I are the only siblings in our family and our dad passed away
when I was 16 and he was 14,” Carl says. “Dad had a small collection of cars
and had always wanted to build a car museum. He was 42 when he died and
these cars where unfortunately sold so that never happened.” He pauses.
“This is kind of a legacy for Mum and Dad. We are proud to be able to make it
happen.” It’s safe to say their father Denis would be mighty proud.
The museum is located on twelve acres of property in the Gold Coast highlands.
They thought of everything. “It has a bar/restaurant building and a museum
building that houses 75 cars and bikes,” Carl says. The cars belong to the
brothers’ personal collection. “It’s a very serious obsession.” Carl laughs. “We
buy them from here and there and have restored a lot of them. That’s another
thing that stemmed from Dad.”
The eclectic range of vehicles spans the years 1900 to 1988. But this museum
is different.
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“Many of the car museums are one-make – like a Holden museum, Ford
museum or racecar museum. We have a wide variety of cars, bikes and
memorabilia. It’s one of those places where you’ll be able to go and see
something you don’t see at other museums.” This is like a mini-Birdwood, hey.
Grant apologised to me how they didn’t have a lot of Valiants (he did once –
and regrets giving them up to concentrate on his father’s older cars, like Buick,
Olds and Packard) but there were some Mopar offerings; including a tidy
Wayfarer and a Safari, and some rarities such as a factory ‘70 Challenger 440
R/T SE, a ‘60 Polara coupe and a ‘59 Imperial coupe (I’ve never seen either
of those before!). There was also a stunning ‘56 Chrysler Crown Imperial
limo – an eight-seater with swivel seats! Man, it was long – it went on forever.
But for me the highlights included more of the curious exhibits. Like mysterious
aviator Amelia Earhart’s 1935 Packard (with spirit-levels ornamented into
its headlight cowlings, wow!), a ‘zombie’ rat chopper built for Motley Crue, a
replica of Mike Hailwood’s 1978 Isle of Man TT winning Ducati, a lineup of
famous V8 supercars and a 1963 Braham BT7A. Of course, centrestage was
an amazing Buick Custom 8 autosalon rod, while Scott and I couldn’t stop
staring at the intricate grill of a ‘58 Buick Limited ragtop. And last but not
least, as we were leaving via the restaurant we were stopped in our tracks by
a giant 1924 Stanley Steamer Sedan – a seven-passenger limo powered by
a steam engine! Locomotive-style! Like WTF?
The Gold Coast Motor Museum, in conjunction with Stanley’s Barn
Restaurant & Bar is situated in the picturesque Gold Coast hinterland. Check
out their website for deets at goldcoastmotormuseum.com.au or contact
the museum directly on info@goldcoastmotormuseum.com.au
Although we got there early, by the time we were leaving bulk punters had
started to pour in, with lots of car clubs too... must be a popular joint. But if you’re
ever up there in the banana republic, definitely do yourself a favour, Molly...
– Dave H
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gold coast car museum
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event-ually
overvIew

from the acf coordInator
The 2020 Adelaide Chrysler Festival in review
How good is South Australia?
Remember the scourge of COVID-19 in 2020 when
we had to ‘postpone’ the Adelaide Chrysler Festival
with a weeks notice? The ACF committee agreed
we should tune the 2021 ACF to minimise our
financial risk, in case we were forced to cancel yet
again. I wanted to really make the Charger 50th year
an event to remember. I would have been gutted if
we’d had to cancel again.
Fortunately, COVID-19 was held out of SA across
the borders for long enough to run a public car show
with practical crowd control measures.
So how good is SA? Well, we really do enjoy some
advantages:
- Typically awesome weather in March
- A range of great venues for indoor and outdoor
car shows, including Gaza, as we discovered
- Many former Chrysler Australia employees
willing to share their history
- Members of the public who are, for the most part,
prepared to follow the health advice
- A great team of enthusiastic members of both
Chrysler clubs, willing and able to run events
- A 30+ year tradition of a Chrysler show , where we
mix it up a little differently each year
So, bear with me as I recap some highlights (and
challenges) from the ACF coordinator’s role.

Friday – going “around the Bend”
Damian had scored another great deal with the team
at Tailem Bend Motor Sport Park, with ‘laps & lunch’
even cheaper than in 2019! And he booked glorious
weather to go with it!
I have improved the Challenger since 2019. I had
the brakes adjusted, knowing we were going to the
track, to give confidence in the whoa pedal – so I
was looking forward to a spirited lap or two!

However, Friday didn’t quite start as planned. The
Dodge was locked in the local brake shop when they
closed early on the Thursday. No sweat, just a five
minute bus ride to pick up the car then off to WAFC.
Except, by some bizarre quirk, I lost over 25 minutes
waiting for buses, during peak hour in a Go-Zone.
My sincere thanks to Luke and Kathleen Balzan.
They were just leaving home when I called, and were
able to give me a lift to the brake shop.
Running late to WAFC, I realised I was out of fuel
and needed to fill up. I had no choice: $1.72 per
litre – or $95 for the tank. Ouch! Fully pissed off,
I eventually and finally caught up with the CCCSA
convoy on Richmond Road.
Anyway, after an easy cruise to The Bend, the
drivers’ briefing was suitably brief, so I was OK to
push it along and surprised some 300C SRTs. Yes, a
Challenger goes well for 50-year old tech!
I have found one of the best parts of this event is
enjoying lunch with great company, meeting new
friends from interstate – and the kitchen certainly put
on top-quality meals for everyone.

Friday night Meet & Greet: guest speaker
at Westies
When the committee divvied up tasks, this event
was to be Ian Traeger’s. He had engaged his mate
“Tall” Paul Cain as a guest speaker in 2020, but of
course we had to postpone until this year. Paul’s talk
on the early Hemi Six development and testing was
very entertaining – from a guy who was really there.
I thank him again for his input. I thought his great
mix of funny anecdotes, “oh no” moments and not
too many dry technical facts kept everyone involved.
Well done, Paul.
Dave Heinrich and I also presented a video we
took interviewing Bill Chinnick up at his home the
weekend before, as Bill wasn’t going to be able to
make it on the night. Also a fascinating man, behind
the styling of the mighty Charger. Thanks Bill.

When Ian had booked the function room, there was
no concern over carpark space. Then out of nowhere,
the footy club booked an SANFL doubleheader that
night and packed it out. That was a drag for some.
But luckily, most of us decided to just stick with our
daily drives anyhow.

A bit of setting up was needed at Gaza
We found the Gaza Football Club to be very generous
and cooperative. Of course, there was a bit of setting
up at our new show venue, but nothing as complex
as previous years. Chris Hastwell and John Leach
developed the oval layout plan, showcasing the
Chargers and club cars, but simple to set up and fill.
The ‘keep it simple’ show model proposed by Dave
H, Iain Carlin and others sure makes it easier on our
able team of volunteers, who arrive early on Sunday
to help apply the finishing touches and signage.
Volunteers, you are much appreciated.

Saturday night – The Mopar MegaCruise
starting from Tonsley Park
Again we were blessed with fabulous weather – warm
but not stinking hot. Thanks to Luke who set up this
event, and the Tonsley TAFE who permitted us to
use the western carpark. Covid check-in QR codes
were everywhere and people generally complied.
Such an awesome selection of Mopars – it seemed
like ALL the Chargers were out, amongst luxury
Imperials, Newports and CxC’s. Mr Maros brought
his black Viper. There were no less than four
Drifter vans together (OK, I don’t know if they were
genuine), plus some very tidy Chrysler Sigmas,
Galants and as I recall, a lone Hillman Hunter!
Graham S. towed his ‘RUST-71’ Charger 400km
from Whyalla. The uber barn find exterior patina
belied the hi-tech chassis, engine and brakes work.
It even had a genuine Bathurst headlining!
Just quietly, an ‘older but no wiser’ punter had
clearly hit the turps early in the day. He fell over into
a garden bed and lay cursing for a while, unable to
stand. I felt more sorry for his partner. She didn’t look
(Continued Page 20)
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thanks heaps
ACF volunteers thankyou lunch

Nicky continues, “I do remember the father of Bev Harrell (a local sixties pop star). He worked in
the Stores Department – and I always enjoyed going down to the stores for stationery and having
a chat with him. He was so proud of his daughter.”
I also asked if Nicky ever ate at the famous Cafeteria.
“Oh yes, I ate lunch in the big canteen with other girls from the DP department and remember the
piped music – quite often Johnny O’Keefe singing She Wears My Ring. However she qualifies,
“…not my type of music – I was more a Rolling Stones fan.” Yeah man – much cooler!
“Sometimes social shows were held for the whole Chrysler staff. They must have been in the
canteen – these were really good – lots of dancing and fun. I think I remember Chrysler holding
a Ferrari promotion on one occasion which I went to too – but then I might be imagining that – it
was so long ago.” We’ll go with it, Nicky.
One other benefit she affirms from her time at Tonsley Park is finally learning how to drive, and in
heavy traffic. She would book her driving lessons to meet her at work and then drive home in the
heavy peak hour along South Road – which really helped with her driving confidence. Back in those
days South Road was bloating into the main major carriageway that frustrates us all today, yet it
was still a single lane goats track. Helluva good place to learn to drive. It must have been even more
horrendous than it is now!

Nicky during her CAL days

Nicky concludes, “I left Chrysler after about three years. I enjoyed working there but I wanted to go part time and be closer to home, so I could spend
more time with my daughter. Also, my husband was considering a career change and thinking of joining the police force, which he did – not long after
I resigned.”
And then I just had to ask the obvious question – well then, surely, did she and her husband ever own a Valiant?
“In 1976 we bought a 1966 Valiant with a V6 – iridescent green with a black vinyl roof – really loved it. The previous owner had to disconnect the
hoon horn he had fitted. My husband, now a police officer, was being transferred to the country and it probably wouldn’t have looked too good if the
new cop in town was driving a hoon car!” It was probably no wonder SAPOL changed the police cars from Holdens to Valiants. Sounds like for him the
Holdens never had enough power!
Nicky’s husband expanded how one day he was doing some test-driving on the speedway track, as SAPOL were trialling Holden models. He recalled how
they were instructed to accelerate at a certain point around each bend to miss the wall, but they nearly hit the wall – as the car lost power. SAPOL techies
discovered the Holdens’ carburettor design was susceptible to a petrol drain as the car was at an angle on each bend. However the Valiants never had such
an issue – so the Force got Hemi sixes. Eventually, when he was posted to the country, coppers were all given V8s – and as he remarks, they could go. He
also chuckled if he ever needed to get somewhere quick that the Chrysler would be steaming when he got there, and that the caller could never believe how
fast he got there!
Right on.
Well, I reckon that’s a pretty good yarn. Not bad for somebody who didn’t think they had all that much to say.
We’ve met and interviewed some luminary figures in Aussie Chrysler history, from revered execs and visionary designers to rockstar race drivers. We’ve
also talked with genius mechanics and custom shop wizards, but it’s the so-called ‘ordinary’ folks – like the tradies and lineworkers from the factory floor, or
the officeworkers behind the scenes – before our cars even made it to the showroom, that I especially enjoy hearing about and from. Because they give you
a whole new different perspective to our car culture, and offer up an insight to real life at that very moment in time. And in particular I think we need to hear
more about the women in our scene, whether they are driving a Mopar today or once worked at Tonsley or Lonsdale.
This unassuming lady has class and grace. A special thankyou also to her daughter Karen for teeing all this up. But most of all thanks for your time Nicky.
It’s been an honour and a privilege.
– Dave H

In memorIam

JJEM Finance Solutions

The CCCSA recently lost a
great contributor and highly
active member, Ian Traeger,
to cancer. As a tribute to him
and an acknowledgement to
his family, a memorial trophy
was presented for the Best
VF Valiant at this year’s All
Chrysler Day.
Ian’s son Brandon was in
attendance and personally
selected the winner of the
trophy, awarded to CRCSA
members Stephen and Helen
O’Donnell of Mount Gambier
with their blue VF Pacer. Steve
is pictured here with club
President Andrew Ingleton
receiving the trophy on the day.
Special thanks to Cathy Groot
for organising the trophy.
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dave HeInrIch IntervIews...

NICKy Holden
The world was a very different place in the late sixties and early seventies. For a start
Chrysler Australia was at it’s zenith, as Tonsley Park and Lonsdale rock’n’rolled a
Valiant out into every third driveway.
Through an old friend, I was lucky enough to make contact with a lovely lady by the
name of Nicky Holden. Born in England and now happily retired on the York Peninsula
with her husband – an ex-Policeman, Nicky (although she was known as Norma during
her time at CAL) worked at Tonsley Park between 1969 and 1972 in Data Processing.
A shy and humble grandmother today, at first she didn’t believe she had anything
terribly interesting to tell us about her short time employed there.
But on the contrary, when I asked her about her experience, I soon caught a fascinating
glimpse of life in those halcyon Charger years – and what it was like to be a young
working woman in a then male-dominated industry at the beginning of the Age
of Aquarius.
Oh, and don’t be distracted by the surname...
Nicky Holden worked in the Data Processing department at Tonsley Park
for about three years.
“I began working at Chrysler Australia on the 21st of July 1969 – the day
(in Australia) man walked on the moon...” she begins. Ray Baxendale
was her immediate manager for most of the time, who she describes as “a
great boss but sadly he died quite a few years ago...” Nicky remembers
him being very kind during her interview and he hired her on the spot.
And wow, what a first day!
She recalls how everyone suddenly stopped what they were doing and
gathered in an area (some large room) to watch the whole marathon moon
landing on television. She remembers feeling a bit awkward – not knowing
anyone and standing around watching TV instead of starting any actual work!
“My first day was spent watching a black and white telly with everyone
from that department witnessing man’s first steps on the moon! I
wasn’t really interested, to tell the truth – I was just so nervous and
self-conscious about starting a new job!”
She continues, “...we were living at Morphett Vale at the time. I was a young
mother of a five month old child and had decided to return back to work.
Money was a bit short, especially with having car problems…” This would
have been quite notable during this time just before the sexual revolution
had actually really hit Oz, when newly-wed young women typically were
still ordained to become housewives and stay-at-home mums.
But “…as I had come from a family who always worked, it seemed the
logical thing to do. My mother worked for the London courts recording
court cases when I was a very young child, which was also a bit unusual
for a married woman in the 1940s.”
One suspects that being a hip young Londoner might’ve made Nicky a little
more sophisticated – more cosmopolitan and independent – than most of
her native counterparts at the time. Perhaps even more streetwise and savvy
when she arrived here in Oz.
“The department I worked for at Chryslers was the Data Processing
department in the main building.” I believe she means the Administration
Building. “A huge computer was housed in another building with the
Data Processor punch card operators – although I very rarely ventured to
that building.” And most likely here she is referring to the Engineering
Building next door.
Women were probably the minority in automotive manufacturing back in
those days, so I asked Nicky what it was like to be a young mum there
and then. “I worked in a large room with about forty Data Programmers
(I think that’s what they called them). They were all male, as were the
managers who were located in separate offices. My boss Ray Baxendale
was a very pleasant older man with really white hair.”

6

She elaborates, “I never really thought about it at the time, but yes it
was a very male orientated working environment – women held all the
secretarial, data processor operator and administration positions while
the men worked in the more managerial and specialist positions. My work
entailed secretarial work, correspondence, computer reports etc.”
“They did try to teach me punch card operating but I was terrible at it...”
she laughs. “I don’t really remember much about what the content of the
work was – but once I typed a report about computer buffers, but typed
the word “buggers” instead and it was never picked it up – so it went all
the way through to everyone with that mistake.” D’oh!
“I do remember a special room where work was put in a capsule and
sent flying somewhere else, up or down in a vacuum chute. Not entirely
sure where it ever went though!” Makes you think of all those old Warner
Brothers cartoons, hey. “And I do remember going into the really swish
room where all the board meetings were held – very posh!”
When I asked Nicky if she’d ever experienced any sexism at CAL she
recalls it as quite a positive place. “It was a very good working environment
– the chaps in the office were always very respectful and pleasant.
Occasionally there was a bit of leg-pulling – like the time one of the guys
asked me if the perfume I was wearing was ‘expensive’ – yet I think it
was only Avon. With a smile I said ‘No’ – and the reply was ‘I didn’t think
so!’. I just laughed and thought it was a bit of fun... maybe these days that
would be considered offensive!”
As she reflects about her employment at Tonsley, Nicky provides us with
a few other curious anecdotes as to what was going on in society at that
time. “I remember it being at the time when the Poseidon shares were
going up.” The Poseidon bubble was a stock market bubble in which
the price of Australian mining shares suddenly soared in late 1969, then
crashed in early 1970. It was triggered by the discovery of early indications
of a promising nickel deposit in September 1969 by Poseidon Nickel. This
financial crisis particularly devastated investors in our car industry. “I have
no idea about the share market but a lot of the chaps in the office must
have staked quite a bit in this particular share. It seemed like they were
always on the phone, and almost breathless at the rate of the shares
rising. But then when the bottom fell out of the market and the shares
dropped, boy were there some disappointed faces and some sad stories.”
And the people she worked with?
“I don’t remember a lot of people but there were a couple of young blokes
who raced cars – have a feeling one was called Jim Doyle. I remember
Colin Hill, who apart from working at CAL had something to do with
KESAB. There were a couple of SA league footballers too, but their names
escape me. It was the time of flared trousers and paisley shirts, longer
hair and side burns, mini skirts and knee high boots. People smoked in
the office – cigarettes and pipes.”
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dialog
from the secretary

Hi all!
Time again for my Dialog...
It certainly has been a very unusual time, with
some club meetings and cruises being cancelled
due to COVID restrictions, but fortunately our
monthly meetings are now back on the agenda.
Firstly, I would like to go back a little and thank Iain
Carlin for his presidency and help over the past
six years. As well as officially welcome Andrew
Ingleton as our new president and Luke Balzan
as our new vice president – which were the only
changes to the committee at the last AGM.
Seems a while ago now, hey.
In October we finally all met again – at Frewville
Shopping Centre, and headed south to
Horndale Winery for a lovely lunch with one
or two glasses of excellent wine. It was a good
gathering of many different Chryslers.
Our next outing was then in November “For All
The Right Reasons”. We gathered at Tonsley
Park and headed down south to the Deep Blue
Sea Café. Again, a great lunch with a good
attendance of members.
In December we met at the Victoria Hotel and
headed off to Strathalbyn for the kids’ Xmas
barbie picnic – with a visit from our old friend
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Father Christmas, who handed out gifts and
lollies to all the children. It was a great afternoon.
Then later in December a few of us headed
over to Edithburgh for our xmas sleepover.
We were booked in at the Truebridge Hotel
for tea, within walking distance of our excellent
accommodation. After tea was finished Damian
hosted a quiz he had organised. It made for
a very interesting evening! The weather was
perfect the whole time, along with a great view
of the ocean.
Then with a few COVID restrictions still in place
we FINALLY got the go ahead to hold our
Adelaide Chrysler Festival 2021 weekend.
Within three breakneck weeks, the ACF
committee set about getting it all into place. And
somehow they did it!
They did an even greater job considering it was
at a new venue – with lots of space to show well
over 380 vehicles!

We then headed to our allocated winery
Shottesbrooke Wines. The weather was
glorious along with the wine, eats and music.
Once again a really good attendance by club
members for a lovely day.

Even the weather was perfect for the weekend –
another great ACF!

A big “thankyou” to Damian for organising all
these cruises.

In April we all met down at McLaren Vale and
headed to Serafino Winery along with many
other classic vehicles. From there we joined the
parade down the main street of McLaren Vale
lined with as many spectators as before.

Stay tuned to our club website calendar for more
information on club runs and functions
Take care and drive safe in your Mopars...
– Di
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from the presIdent

Wow.
How good was ACF 2021?
At our February club meeting, I spoke to Jason
Rowley beforehand and asked if we had
confirmation of a venue booking as yet?
He said no.
Given we were only six weeks out from the event,
nervously I said we needed to back ourselves in
and tell everyone where it’s going to be (even
if it wasn’t!). A couple of weeks later, we finally
got confirmation from the Port Adelaide Enfield
Council that we could hold the ACF at the
Klemzig Oval on March 21, 2021.
As an organiser of the event, it is a scary thought
wondering what might have been if the booking
was declined. But, in the four weeks that followed,
one of the greatest All Chrysler Day events
ever was pulled together with military precision.

All credit must go to the ACF committee –
starting with Paul Williams who was the
liaison person with the council, and for Jason
Rowley, as the coordinator of the Sunday event.
The Oval was measured up with precision by
John Leach and Chris Hastwell, and the layout
they created featured two rows of Chargers,
and easily navigable rows of Chryslers behind.

clubrooms provided great respite for many
enjoying a cold drink and air conditioning, we
didn’t have any shade on the oval. That’s just
one example of a possible improvement.

My job was to organise the weather –
and I think I did a great job of that! 32° of
sunshine when the forecast one week out
suggested a 60% chance of rain. Damian
did a great job of guiding 62 cars up
to Tailem Bend and around the racetrack
whilst Luke Balzan organised another great
MegaCruise route up through Blackwood and
down past Windy Point.

It is fair to say that the last 12 months have
starved everyone of the opportunity to attend
these types of events. And it was not surprising
that Victorians – who have had the worst of it –
turned up in numbers. Thankyou to all our guests
for making the effort. You helped make our
comeback show. Our sincere gratitude to you all.

Whilst of course the ACF is the premier event for
the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia, we
open up the event to non-members. Our ethos
is to promote the Chrysler brand, and to see in
excess of 340 cars on that oval made me feel
very proud to be a CCCSA member.
I did have a little laugh about some social
media comments where non-members were
complaining that they “weren’t aware of the
event”. If you owned a Chrysler, why on earth
wouldn’t you just pay the mere $50 to be a
member of our great club and get involved
in these events – and receive a high-quality
magazine like this in the process?
So, now my personal view would be to maybe
repeat the ACF event at Gaza again, in 2022 –
and iron out a few details that were overlooked
during the hasty organising period. Whilst the

I was really pleased by the efforts of many
interstate people bringing their Chryslers to
Adelaide. They certainly deserved that standing
ovation at the Meet N’ Greet.

I hope that we can continue this momentum
going for our future events.
2021 is the 50th anniversary of production of the
mighty Valiant Charger. We are having a feature
event from October 8 to 10 later this year, to
celebrate the ducktail. Whilst some might argue
that it could be a bit exclusive having an event
dedicated to one Chrysler car, I don’t think many
would argue that the chugga wasn’t the single
biggest engineering and sales success to come
out of Chrysler Australia.
As Chryslers on the Murray has been
postponed until late October, our event should
provide the diehard Charger owners a great
opportunity to visit Adelaide at the beginning of
October before Albury-Wodonga at the end of
the month. Let’s hope that we can assemble a
large contingent of Adelaide Chargers to make
the trip too.
– Andrew

Cars are about people too. Friendship.
Our Tassie member Mick Ryan recently finally finished building his VJ hardtop pro-stocker. Here’s a snap of the proud family who brought her to life!
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from the edItor
G’day folks.
Welcome to issue 41 of Torqueback – the annual
pictorial Special of our club magazine to celebrate this
year’s 2021 Adelaide Chrysler Festival.
What an ACF it turned out to be. Recognising 50 years
of the Valiant Charger, we’re wondering if maybe our
show was the first and biggest car show in the world
since the coronavirus.
Well, we’re gonna run with that anyway!
With 2000+ spectators and well over 300 cars braving
the hassles of social distancing and QR code buzzing,
it might well have been.
Of course it was a day for Chargers, and I admit
sometimes I might carry a chip on my shoulder (being
a hippo tragic) but really it was a welcome relief – and
maybe a sign of hope. Well done everybody!
For mine, there were a few notable rides at All Chrysler
Day. If I was ever a judge, my best of show (and I
normally don’t look too closely at chuggas) probably
would’ve been that incredible ‘75 VK Charger with a
Gen III SRT 6.1 Hemi (and all the hi-po tech) slotted
seamlessly into such a beautiful reinvigorating resto.
Wow. How were those gauges inset in that custom
(although it may have been retro Mopar) scoop
bonnet? Astounding workmanship at autosalon level.
Like everybody else, of course for me the standout
of the show was probably the Rusty Charger
(photographed by Lesley Little on our cover). A
real Bathurst E49 I’m told, but now in total Mad Max
spec! That thing just has ATTITUDE. And the gall to
do something like do the headlining with a quilt map
of Mount Panorama takes not only courage, but real
creativity I reckon. Respect.
At the MegaCruise I was also mesmerised by a very
unusual Aussie AMC Matador. An extremely rare car
in amazing nick. These were used by politicians and
dignitaries in the 1970s. I’d never seen one live before.
But my most favourite car had to be the matte black
ratted ‘49 Dodge Fargo pickup of Nick Davis from
Clare. This thing ran an original inline Flathead 6,
but it was chopped, with a shortened wheelbase,
a replacement repro stepside tray, and a gullwing
bonnet. I loved it.
I probably say it every year, but the highlights of this
weekend for me were not so much the cars though –
but the people.

to invite back former Lonsdale engineer Paul Cain
to be our special guest speaker on the Friday night
at Westies. While myself and Jason Rowley gave a
nervous lecture about the evolution of the design of the
Charger – which we presented with recorded snippets
of an interview (from the previous weekend before) with
one of the great minds who created this design classic,
stylist Bill Chinnick. It was a huge honour and privilege
to meet them both. A total buzz for me.
I also finally got to meet folks like John Rister (a
fellow hardtopper who’s car I am entranced by),
Rustin Chivell (what a story he has to tell with his
dad’s VJ hippo, a real labour of love) and the one
and only Ugur Ahmet. Ugur’s ‘74 VJ Regal sedan is
unbelievable – one of the tidiest and most immaculate
examples I’ve ever seen in any make or model. Plus,
Ugur is simply an outstanding human being, who
philosophises about cars and life itself just like I do, in
terms of memory keys.
I love my ‘R/T “Real Turks” cap too, thanks man.
It was also great to see the “Paddle Pop Lion” (in his
element with all those Chargers) and hang out with my
good mate Bob Gillett back home from Spain. When
we were growing up in Gawler South, long before we
could even comprehend what they would one day be
worth, y’know Bob once owned an R/T ducktail. But he
rolled it – so powered by a carton of beer he limped it
all the way up to Coober Pedy (yes, somehow – even if
the front end nearly fell off on those corrugated roads)
to sell to some bloke for a mere $600. True story!
D’oh! Anyone got a time machine handy?
What a testament to how well our cars were made, but.
The Charger really was a feat of innovation. The great
Australian muscle car. Australian motoring pedigree.
Speaking of which, did you know that there is now a
scene in the US where folks are taking the Pontiac
GTOs we once exported over there, and importing
leftover HSV gear and Holden badges to convert them
into lefthand-drive Commodores and Monaros?! Yep,
the curiosity is that they are Australian cars.
Sadly ironic isn’t it? And infuriating! When one of the
main excuses GM gave us to close up shop downunder
was how they saw so many bowties on Holdens
anyway. Figuring they could always sell Chevy here
instead, which they were already making back home.

It’s funny, but on the Sunday I’d repeatedly set off to
walk the entire show to check out all the cars – but I
never quite got there. I’d walk for five metres before I’d
meet somebody, so I’d start talking with them – and
then walking with them. We’d maybe look at two cars
before I’d meet somebody else and I’d start talking to
them. Before I knew it, I’d lose my original companions
down the way. So I’d set off after them with someone
else again and the same thing would happen. Again
and again. And I never got to see all the cars!

Sure, we were never gonna compete with Asian car
companies who own entire cities as well as the islands
they sit on – not to mention all the surrounding primary
industry to support manufacturing – some even have
their own smelters. Then there’s their slave employees
who earn a dollar an hour, living in shanty villages
around the factory. No unions, no middle management,
no award rates, and no packages. I know that’s not
right – but it’s only ever about the bottom line, isn’t it?
And our governments continue to fail us.

Over the weekend I think we gave a fitting farewell
to Ian Traeger, organised by Cathy Groot. And of
course it was through Ian, that we were finally able

I still wonder if maybe we’d changed our automotive
culture with a philosophy more like that of the Italians
or Germans? Make less cars but make them better.

Concentrate more on R&D and specialise with
autosalon studios like the tradition in Italy. Who
knows, maybe HSV and FPR could’ve continued to
build prestigious quality Aussie cars. And what if we
could’ve protected their markets. Like in Germany,
where government cars must be Audis or Mercs.
The iconic Charger is solid proof that aussies once
could create a design classic. So you can’t help but
get the blues about the future of cars. But everything
is always referential. And time is change.
As preposterous as this might sound, just recently
at Marion Shopping Centre I saw a new 2021 Kia
Carnival nine-seater van on display – in a very cool
battleship grey and black scheme, with black mags
and red trim. I only checked it out because I rode in a
cruise-liner tourist taxi quite similar to this when I was
in Cambodia last year, and thought that was pretty rad.
Mate, that was like sitting in the A300 Airbus we flew
over there in! Anyway, ranging from 60K to 30K, this
top of the line deluxe model had absolutely everything;
all the mod cons – plus you get a seven year warranty!
And yes, while I’m still stubbornly clinging to my VE
Commodore wagon and remain skeptical of ricers and
SUVs, I have to say – and please don’t laugh at me –
man, I reckon I’d take one of these after all!
Although I’d probably like to lower it and put some
nice rims on it – see if I can maybe restart another van
craze in the 21st century!
Or maybe I can still get that Jeep Grand Cherokee...
Sometimes it’s sad, and unsettling, when things
change. Like I just heard the Tonsley Hotel, our
spiritual meeting place at Clovelly Park, will soon be
closed down and compulsorily acquired for demolition
– to make way for the final stage of the North-South
Corridor project. Bugger!
But things will always keep changing. Accept it.
Who knows, maybe there is still another aussie design
phenomenon – like the Charger – around the corner...
And if we all do the right thing, one day we’ll get
through this bloody pandemic too, hey. Let’s hope so.
Cheers,
Dave H

Visit meguiars.com.au
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aprIl - july 2o21
All correspondence should be sent to:

General monthly meetings are held on the
FIRST Tuesday of every month at:
The West Adelaide Football Club,
57 Milner Rd, Richmond.

The Chrysler Car Club of South Australia
PO Box 240
Greenacres SA 5086

President
Andrew Ingleton
Vice President
Luke Balzan
Secretary
Di Hastwell
Treasurer
Greg Helbig
Events Coordinator
Damian Tripodi
ACF Coordinator
Jason Rowley
Club Registration
Registrar
Stuart Croser
Authorised Officers
John Eckermann
Dave Hocking
Dave Townsend
John Chambers
Chris Hastwell
Sponsorship & Marketing
Paul Williams
Club Library
Iain Carlin
Editorial / Design
Dave Heinrich
Webmasters
Iain Carlin
Dave Heinrich
Photography
Lesley Little
John Antinow
Anthony Ferenghi
Lee-Anne Hall
Todd Botten
Damian Tripodi
Cathy Groot
John Eckermann
Andrew Ingleton
Adam Lochead
John Rister
Peter Diamantikou
Iain Carlin
Martino di Maria
Paul Williams
Aris Kassos
Rustin Chivell
Glenn Bottomley
Jim Pazios
Dennis Mitchell
Robert Zerella
Billy Karapetis
Ugur Ahmet
Dave Heinrich
Bob Gillett
Contributors
Paul Cain
Bill Chinnick
Kerry Chinnick
Jason Rowley
Dennis Mitchell
Nicky Holden
Karen Holden
Damian Tripodi
Luke Balzan
Iain Carlin
Dave Heinrich
Scott Walsh
Source
Gaza SRC
Enquiries
Club Mobile
0412 426 360
www.cccsa.net.au
facebook/

chryslercarclubofsa

Membership $50 per year
– includes Club Registration and quarterly magazine

DISCLAIMER
Chrysler, Jeep®, Dodge and Mopar are registered trademarks of FCA LLC and are used with permission by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia.
Torqueback is not a commercial publication and is only published in good faith as a newsletter for a not-for-profit organisation.
The mention of companies, products or services, and the inclusion of advertisements in this magazine does not immediately
imply any automatic endorsement by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia or its editorial team. The CCCSA accepts no liability
for any misfortune or dissatisfaction resulting from any sponsor’s disservice, or any misleading information, errors or omissions herein.
The opinions expressed in Torqueback are not necessarily the views of the CCCSA, only of the individual volunteer contributors.
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The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment no one understands it better than Shannons.
When it comes to insurance for your special car,
daily drive, bike or your home, there’s only one
person you should talk to – a fellow enthusiast at
Shannons. You can even pay your premium
monthly at no additional cost.
So call Shannons for a

quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS
CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer.
Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.
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